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KEA Urges Teachers To
Stand Up, Be Counted
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Teachers should "stand up and be counted" in the
current political campaign, according to the executive Volume Thirty-Two
secretary of the Kentucky Education Association. Writing in the current issue of the Kentucky School Journal,
the KEA's official publication, Dr. J. M. Dodson points
out that ttachers not only have the "right" to do this, but
also a "responsibility" to the public.
Dr. Dodson calls May 28, 1963,
the date of the up-coming primary
election, a "milestone" in Kentucky's progress toward better
schools. According to him, the success of efforts to keep schools
mowing forward will depend upon
iedividual teachers assuming their
'inalienable"
right to express
,
themselves on matters of public
concern about schools.
Pointing out the ICEA's longstanding position of endorsing programs, not individual political
candidates, he emphasizes the fact
that individual members should
participate as actively as they
choose in informing the public of
education's needs. The efforts of
the past year have been aimed at
this, he reports.

All education, according to Dr.
Dodson, like other citizens in a
democracy, "need to be informed
on the issues and the facts that
lie behind them, the candidates
and the beliefs that inspire them,
and the schools and the needs that
must be met." In addition, they
need to share this information
about the issues, the candidates,
and the school needs v 'th everyone with whom they come into
contact.
Representing the vast majority
of the state's 28,000 educators, the
KEA has made a practice of presenting a set of proposals to each
session of the Legislature aimed
at providing needed improvements
in the state's school program. As
Dr. Dodson expresses it, these
proposals are "dedicated to improving the educational opportunities of children, the professional
status of teachers, and the way of
life of the general public."
The KEA's present legislative
program includes a request for a
$300 increase, in 1964-65, in the
salary allotment for qualified degree teachers. This would mean,
according to educational leaders,
an increase of about $8 million in
the state appropriation for public
schools. Full financing of the present program and proposed improvements in the state teacher
(Continued on page Twetvey

There was a time in my life, a
good many years ago, that I was
something of a fairly good athlete. Although I have ceased
counting the birthdays, I cannot
seem to deny the fact that the
years are mounting up on my side
of the calendar and I realize that
I am not as agile in the field of
sports as I once thought I was.
John Joe Campbell, past exalted
But from the sidelines I have
come to see that life itself is some ruler of BPOE Lodge No. 1142 and
a trustee of the organization, has
kind of a competitive sport.
been named District Deputy Grand
In this respect I think that the Exalted Ruler in the Elks organisame rules that apply to the agile zation.
This appointment was made at
competitor in the field of sports,
also applies to those bench-warm- the state convention in Paducah
ers who must, of necessity, be on May 11 by Past Grand Exalted
Ruler Wayne Kepner of Wheeling,
spectators of the game.
West Virginia.
Mr. Campbell will take office
I think that the Monday Morning Prayer, which appeared in Al- at the National Convention in San
lan Trout's column in the Courier- Francisco in July. His appointJournal this week, can be a guide ment is for one year.
to all of us who work and live
today so that scoreboard of tomorrow will be pleasing to us, to our
friends and our families.

Campbell Named
District Leader
Of Elks Group

Clip this prayer for your scrapbook. You'll want to read it over
and over again. You will find that
it brings forth new strength and
new hope everytime you read it.
Here it is:

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, May 16 1963

Willow Plunge
Sponsors Event
For Fund Drive

CALL TO ORDER!
The Board of Directors of the
Fulton Woman's Club will meet in
the home crf the president, Mrs.
Vyron Mitchell, at 1:30 p. m., May
17th. All members of the board
are urged to attend.

Murray Folks
Knew Astronaut
Cooper"When"
Some of the people who knew
Gordon Cooper as a teen-ager remember that he was "just one of
those boys who did his best."
The description came from Mrs.
Clara Griffin, an English teacher
at Murray High School where
Cooper spent one year.
His parents were in Murray during 1942-43 while Cooper's father,
then Col. Leroy Gordon Cooper,
was stationed at Camp Tyson in
nearby Paris, Tenn.
School officials said their records show Cooper was a "real
strong B student."
In the fall of 1943, Cooper went
out for the Murray High football
team. He played guard but did not
make the first team.
"Gordon wasn't a big fellow as
football players go," said Coach
Ty Holland. "He seemed to like it
and he was giving you his best."

Wyatt Explains "Silence"
In Campaign For Breathitt

"Dear God, help me to be a sport
in this game of life. I don't ask
for any easy place in the lineup;
play me anywhere you need me. I
only ask for the stuff to give you
100 percent of what I've got. If all
He said he meant that, as 1962
the hard drives seem to come my nominee for United States senator,
way, I thank you for the compli- he didn't feel that he "should
ment.
jump into the factional fight the
next time around."
"Help me to remember that you
"As a candidate who has run
won't ever let anything come my and lost,
it seems to be that it is
way that you and I together can't not good
taste to get up and say,
handle, and help me to take the 'now this
is What I want you to do
bad breaks as a part of this little at this time.'
Good taste for meregame. Help me to understand that quires
a season of silence," said
the game is full of knots and Wyatt,
who was defeated in the
knocks and trouble and make me 1962 Senate
race by Republican
thankful for them. Help me to get
Thruston B. Morton.
so the harder they come the better
pointed out, however,
I like it and, 0 God, help me al- that he thought
he was making a
ways to play on the square. No
sizeable contribution in the intermatter what the other players do,
est of Edward T. (Ned) Breathitt,
help me to come clean,
Combs administration candidate,
"Help me to study the Book so In his race against A. B. (Happy)
that I will know the rules, and to Chandler.
"Three of my law partners (in
study great players. If they found
out that the best part of the game
Is helping other guys who are out
of luck, help me to find it out, too.
Help me to be a regular fellow
with the players.

Louisville) are on Breathitt committees. My chief executive assistant in the lieutenant governor's
office was granted a leave of absence to work full-time in the
headquarters of Mr. Breathitt. I
strongly recommended that Don
Mills, my press secretary in the
Senate race, serve as press secretary for Beathitt," he pointed out.
Mills has been in the Breathitt
headquarters role since a few
days after the November election
In which Wyatt was defeated..
Wyatt's statement came in the
wake of a broad hint by Chandler in several campaign speeches
that Wyatt might support him
against Breathitt.
Wyatt said, however, that his
(Continued on page Twelve)

SPONSOR TRIO!
Rev. P. L. Nichols and Charles
W. McCutcheon are sponsoring a
program at 7:30 p. in. on Sunday,
May 19th, by the Thomas Hall
Gospel Trio at Bells Chapel CME
Church. Visitors are invited to attend.

Everybody, but everybody who
listens to WFUL's popular livewire program has come to know
Mae. Fact of the matter is, they
have also come to know that when
Mae says "they asked me to tell
you," it means that the community
of Dukedom wanted you to know
something, for sure.
Mae, is the telephone operator
at Dukedom. It is a private system
with about 300 subscribers and
some 80 lines. This week the Tennessee Public Service Commission
has authorized Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company to
provide dial telephone service to
the area at present served by the
Dukedom Telephone Company.
But Mae told the News on Tuesday, "rm gonna stay on this job
until 'they' tell me to get out."
The "they" she was referring to is

the board of directors and the
stockholders who must make a
decision as to when the private
system will be taken over by the
public utility.
Mae, (Mrs. A. J. Byars) isn't
real happy about the prospect of
losing the job she has held for a
countless number of years. She
said that she was on duty night
and day for five years during
World War II and has been on
constant duty since 1949. She said
that she has also substituted for
20 or 25 years.
Dukedom's private telephone
system is among the last of a fast
vanishing facility. Mae, as the
long-time operator of the system,
is the personification of a passing
age. Today, as in the years past,
her switchboard is the heart-beat,
the pulse, the chronicler of the

...... $3.101

Flaewhera in U. 8.
Microfilm Center
Margaret I. King Library
Number 20
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky.

A three-man presidential panel said Tuesday °ill,elimination of unneeded firemen, a major point in the
give-and-take bargaining can solve the railroad featherbedding dispute. It suggested a safety guide line for
controversy.
President Kennedy said that
"there is no time to be lost for
completing thr ,skgreement in this
critical dispufe IfleS. The government stands rea4 to provide assistance if it is needed to help the
parties reach a just and equitable
settlement must be upon their own
efforts."
Panel Chairman
Samuel I.
Rosenman said that unless a solution is found before June 12, only
new legislation providing either

for federal seizure or compulsory
arbitration can head off a nationwide rail strike.
The railroads late Tuesday sent
the heads of the five operating
railroad brotherhoods a telegram
inivting them to resume bargaining sessions in Washington Thursday morning.
By law no strike can be called
until 30 days after the presidential
panel makes its report. The report
went to the President Monday

Colorful Horse Show Is
Planned by Local YMBC
The Young Men's Business Club 'tails. 3. Two-year old
walking
will sponsor a horse show in the
class. 4. Three gaited class amaFulton ball park on May 31, beginning at 7 p. m. Entries are now teurs.
being received in the following
5. Amateur walking class, 6.
classes:
Junior walking class, 7. Juvenile
1. Pony class, Fulton and ad- class, 8. Five gaited class, 9. Open
joining counties, pony 48 entries walking class, 10. Roadster to bike.
and under. Riders 12 years and
Reserved seats are now on sale
under. 2. Pleasure class, Fulton at Dewey Johnson's insurance ofand adjoining counties. No set fice on Lake Street at $1.00 each.

Fulton High Spring
Concert Is May 17

Band Uniform Drive
Beaches Halfway Mark

Various musical groups of Fulton High School will present the
17th annual spring concert on
Friday, May 17, Mandel Brawn
announced today.
Group singing by the glee club
and musical presentations by the
6th grade and the high school
band will feature the program.
The concert will be held at Carr
Institute and the public is invited
to attend.

The Band Parents Club reports
that $2047.80 has been contributed
to date in the Fulton band uniform drive. Two thousand dollars
more is needed, but the Band Parents feel confident that the goal
will be reached, so that new uniforms may be purchased for the
50-member band.
Donations may be made by contacting Mrs. Robert Batts, Mrs.
Bob Morgan, Mrs. Glynn Bushart
or Vyron Mitchell.

Fulton County's Historical Data
Will Be Microfilmed Next Week

night and was made public Tuesday.
The railroads say outmoded
work rules, some dating back half
a century or so, cost them $600
million each year. They call these
rules featherbedding.
J. E. Wolfe of Chicago, chairman of the National Railway
Labor Conference, said on behalf
of management that "in accord
with President Kennedy's plea the
railroads support the emergency
board report."
He offered to start negotiations
quickly and accepted the arbitration poposal.
"We sincerely hope the unions
will join with us in a final solution
of our differences as contemplated
in this board report," Wolfe said.
Union spokesmen
expressed
hope that the board's findings
could be "a useful aid" in reaching
agreement to avert a possible national rail strike.
A joint statement in New York
by the chiefs of five railroad
unions said: "It is not a matter
of accepting or rejecting the report but rather one of recognizing
that the report can be a useful
tool in the search for a fair and
equitable settlement of all matters in dispute, which must be
brought about through true collective bargaining."
The statement was issued by
(Continued on page Twelve)

Last Wednesday, May 8, ii
Hickman County Court, charg
was dismissed against State Polk
Trooper Joe Hill of taking an
possessing frogs during the closed
season. Judge E. H. Padgett said
there was insufficient evidence to
support the charge.
Kentucky Conservation officer
Willis R. Pearson, of Carlisle
County, who swore to the warrant
against Hill, was the only prosecuting witness. Pearson said he
found two frogs in Hill's possession the night of April 13 at the
trooper's home near Clinton. Hill
testified that a friend, Jim Hicks,
of Fulton, gave him the frogs and
produced an affidavit in which
Risks said he caught the frogs in
Tennessee.
Hill stated that J. C. Howell, a
Clinton construction worker whom
he had arrested for speeding early
in 1962, was with Pearson when
the conservation officer seized tinfrogs.
UONeRATULATIONS!
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dean Robinson of Killeen, Texas, are announcing the birth of their first
child, a daughter named Linda
Kay, born May 10 and weighing
6 pounds, 6 ounces.
Mrs. Robinson is the former
Dianne Palmer ,daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Palmer of Fulton.

Bee Sting Fatal To Mrs. Barrett Of
Hickman; She Was Pioneer Citizen
A lovely lady, who epitomized
the charm and gracious living of
a Southern aristocrat died unexpectedly at her home on Monday
evening. Mrs. Ivy Bryant Barrett,
one of the pioneer citizens of
Hickman and Kentucky died at
6:45 p. m. after being stung by a
bee at her home on Carroll Street.
Mrs. Barrett, although 84, was
in excellent health and up until
her untimely death was as active
in church and social circles in
Hickman as she had been all of
her life. Members of her family
said that she died almost immediately after the fatal sting.

She was the mother of Mr. Fred
Stokes, Sr. and Mrs. Martha Rice,
both of Hickman. She is also survived by four grandchildren and
Mrs. Courtland M. Neel of Pa- nine great-grandch
ildren.
ducah is chairman of the project
She was the widow of H. C. Barin Western Kentucky.
rett, who founded Barrett Funeral

Microfilming of the raw material of Western Kentucky history
will start in Hickman next week.
Brent Reber, who has been microfilming old records and documents in Western Kentucky, has
just finished a project in Lyon
County. Previously he had worked
in McCracken, Trigg and Livingston Counties.
After Fulton County, he will begin working north through the
Purchase counties.
Reber is working here as a part
An estimated crowd of over 500
Second honors went to Johnny
of a project sponsored by the attended the fourth annual Jay- Roberts, South
Fulton third gradChurch of Jesus Christ of Latter cee-Pepsi Junior Fishing Rodeo at er, who caught 138
fish. Johnny is
Day Saints (Mormons). His work the Pepsi Lake in Highlands last the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie
in Kentucky is being aided by the Saturday. A record catch of 7,733 Roberts.
Kentucky Historical Society and in fish was announced for the day.
Bob Boyd, the first Junior FishWestern Kentucky by the Jackson
About 200 young fishermen com- ing Champ, in 1960, tied with
Purchase Historical Society.
peted for the 1963 championship. Johnny Campbell for third honThe work is done in the office of
Terry Harris, 11, seventh grader ors, both catching 117 fish. Bob is
the county court clerks. Citizens at Carr Elementary School and the son of Mr. and Mrs_C.
A.
are invited to offer documents for son of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Harris, Boyd of South Fulton and Johnny
the project. Almost anything that set a new record for the number is the son of Mr. and Mrs,John
sheds light on the history of the of fish caught with 148 and won Joe Campbell.
region is a good prospect for mi- the Junior Championship trophy.
Other prize winners included:
crofilming—private papers, letters,
Steve Fly, a sixth grader at Heaviest string, Terry Harris; secfamily trees and histories, journ- Carr Elementary and son of Mr. ond heaviest string, Steve
Fly;
als, family Bible records, agricul- and Mrs. Hugh Fly, also set a third heaviest string,
Johnny
tural statistics, cemetery inscrip- new record with the largest fish Potts; second largest fish,
a cattions, church records, or Farm Bu- caught, when he landed a 2 3-4 fish, Brent Ballow; largest
bream,
reau records.
pound gold fish.
Vickie Bloodworth ;P first fish,

Home and a furniture store, no
longer in existence. Mr. Barrett
died in 1943.
Mrs. Barrett, a native of Carroll County, Tenn., came to Hickman as a child. She was married
in 1897.
She was a member of the Fin
Methodist Church for 74 years an
the only treasurer the WSCS h.
had in its more than 40 years c
existence.
Mrs. Barrett was the only active
charter member of the Hickman
chapter of the Order of the Eastern Star and had been a member
of the Fortnightly Book Club since
its formation.
Funeral services were held at
4 p. m. Wednesday at the First
Methodist Church, with the Rev.
Loyal Hartman of Hickman and
the Rev. L. B. Council of Lexington, Tenn., officiating. Burial was
In the City Cemetery.

Big Crowd, Big Catch, Big Fisherman At
Annual Rodeo, And This Real Story!

Dukedom Moving,But Mae Is Brooding AboutDialPhone Prospect

"Finally,0 God, if fate seems to
upper-cut me with both hands and
rm laid on the shelf with sickness
or old age or something, help me
to take that as part of the game,
too. Help me not to whimper or
squeal that the game was a frameup or that I had a raw deal. When
In the falling dusk I get the final
bell, I ask for no lying complimentary stone. I'd only like to know
that you feel rve been a good,
game guy. Amen."

Yearly Trade Area

Elimination Of Extra Railroad Firemen sUharges Against
Chief Issue In Featherbedding Dispute Are

The Willow Plunge Corporation
is sponsoring a barbecue supper
on Wednesday night, May 29, serving from 4 to 7 p. m., at Willow
Plunge park side.
All tickets are $.100. Advance
tickets can be obtained from City
Coal Company, Atkins Insurance
Agency, Hillview Hospital, Tiny
Toggery, Roper TV or Marine Oil
Company.
The following members of the
board of directors also have tickets: Frank Welch, Harry Reams,
Bud Davis, John Simrell, Dorothy
Barker, Wilma Browder, Chuck
Beard and Ann Ragsdale. Barry
Hoper has tickets for sale at
school.

Lt. Gc,i7. Wilson W. Wyatt has explained what he
calls his "silence" in the race for governor. Wyatt told
reporters at a news conference last Friday that he
thought it would not be in good taste for him to take a
leading public role in the hard-hitting and often bitter
Democratic dispute.

THE NEWS

Single Copy, llic

community's activities.
But time marches on. Where
telephone gab-fests served as recreational activities, today a line
tied up by such leisurely visiting
may be holding up the wheels of
Industry. People have not lost the
art of conversation, either by
Alexander Bell or sitting on the
cracker barrel at the country
store. But Dukedom, in the eyes
of some individuals, is not the
sleepy, lazy little community it
once was and things are moving
along.
Mae recalled her association
with the telephone system with
deep emotion. "I've called ambulances, taken messages when people went visiting, called the doctor and even acted as telephone
baby-sitter and nurse sometimes.
A. J. has kept the board in good

repair all these years and we love
everybody."
The colorful operator had to
leave the line several times as
this reporter talked with her.
"Now., I can talk," she would say
as she returned to the line. "You
know so and so is sick today and
everybody is canine," she has often told her radio audience.
The decision to change the system was handed down by the
Commission May 3 and followed a
hearing held February 25 at
Frankfort, Kentucky, with the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky also participating.
The Commission in its decision
of May 3 said that it is "of the
opinion and so find that there is
a need and demand for modern
telephone service in the Dukedom
Area and that the public conven-

Vickie Vowell; smallest fish, Jane
Fuller; fourth largest string, Allen
Cardwell. Mark Moon, Kathy Jo
King, Johnnie Jones, Johnnie Bell
and Joy Jones each caught tag
fish and received a silver dollar.
The
"poles-up, poles-down"
contests, held at intervals, were
won by: Mike Gilbert, Cathy Mabry, Stan Hurt, Cathy Owens,
Buddy Grissom, Becky Byassee,
Bill Smith, Laura Dixon, Gary
Fuller, Steve Fly, Tim Bates, Tommy Sanders, Bob Boyd, Anita
Caldwell, John Ragsdale and Donnie Wilson.

Class light
At Fulton High

The Senior Class of Fulton High
School will present its Class Night
ience and necessity will be bene- exercises in Carr Auditorium on
fited by the granting of a certifi- May 21.
cate of convenience and necessity
The following program will be
to Southern Bell Telephone and given: President's address, Barry
Telegraph Company to serve the Roper; Class History, Stanley Jelarea now being served by the tress: Class Poem, Bob Anderson;
Dukedom Telephone Company in Trumpet
Solo, "Rhapsody in
Weakley County."
Blue" by George Gerswin, Barry
The Commission then ordered Adams; Class Prophecy, Pamela
the granting of a certificate of Homra; Class grumblers, Ann
convenience and necessity to con- Bowers and Virgil Craven; Mixed
struct a modern dial telephone Quartet, "The Halls of Ivy"
by
systelii in the Dukedom area to Russell and Knight, Martha DeSouthern Bell. It also ordered that Myer, Mary Bondurant, Bob Anthe matter shall remain open for derson, Barry Roper.
such further and future action
Class Will, Lynn Williamson;
and consideration as may be
Giftorians, Dana Davis and Pat
deemed necessary and proper.
Jones; Presentation of Mantle to
The Commission stated that on President of Junior Class, Barry
September 4, 1962, a complaint Roper; Acceptance of Mantle by
was received and filed by fifty- President of Junior Class, Duane
five boxholders in the Dukedom McAlister; Auld Lang Sync, Class
(Continued on page Twelve)
and Audience.

Gubernatorial Campaign Nears Home Stretch With
A Wanton Disregard For Fairness, Ethics, Morals
In the vernacular of horse racing,
for which Kentucky is famous the
world over, we might say that this
rear's election campaign is rounding
the bend for the home-stretch. In
looking back at the campaigning for
the past few months and looking
ahead to election day on May 28, we
find ourselves wondering how long,
oh how long can the people of Kentucky endure the tension and the turmoil incident to an election every
year?
A newspaper editor recently described the problem, which, in our
opinion has caused Kentucky more
harm than any other single factor, as
"Kentucky's Purgatory."
The elections year-in and yearout, have been a strain on the people
financially and emotionally. The
greater harm, however, has come
from the election campaigns.
Some of those campaigns have been
and still are, barbaric to the point of
depravity. Characters have been destroyed with wanton disregard for
fairness, ethics and morality. Institlitions and programs of which Kentucky is proud have been maligned
and ridiculed. Clownish antics, carried even to the nation's capitol, have
tended to make a laughing stock of
Kentucky politics.
All this has done irreparable
harm to our commonwealth. What is
the profit in building up the state's
good name and its attractions, only to
have those efforts nullified by a
vengeful and irresponsible candidate?
We invest millions of dollars in a
state fair and exposition center, and
then additional thousands advertising
it, in order to attract conventions and
exhibits. Then a candidate destroys
that effort by calling the exposition
center a "White Elephant."
We build a beautiful four-lane
highway into Eastern Kentucky, to
help attract tourists and benefit a depressed area, only to have a candidate
label it "A Highway which Goes Nowhere."
We develop what we proudly
boast is the best recreational park
system in the United States, and then
sadly hear one of the so-called leaders of our state deprecate it.
We ask you: What must the people outside of Kentucky think of us?
What, for example, are the
thoughts of readers of national magazines like Fortune, in which we
spend thousands of dollars advertis-

irig Kentucky as a nice place in which
to locate a new industrial plant? What
are their mixed emotions when they
read about a candidate for Governor
of Kentucky ridiculing his state's industrial development program?
But, more important, what must
the sober, responsible citizens inside
our state think of the campaign-tactics
—the outrageous claims, the distortions of figures, the misrepresentation
of facts, the destruction of character?
We often have remarked that a
tragedy of our times is the fact that
more qualified people do not run for
public office. This reluctance is understandable, however, when we consider the vicious attacks which a public official must submit to.
It is within the bounds of propriety when a candidate for governor,
using the destruction of character as
a political weapon, resorts to villifying name-calling such as "drunk" —
"not dry behind the ears"—and "a
green young hand?"
And what is the feeling of the
voters when a candidate in our year
calls a public figure every scoundrel
in the book, but in the next year embraces him as a partner and behindthe-scenes campaign manager?
We like to think that we Kentuckians are growing up politically,
and that one day we will demand that
our elections no longer be conducted
as Roman Circuses, with prancing
clowns.
We hope for a time when candidates for state office will conduct
themselves as public servants aspiring to manage a serious business for
their fellow citizens. And certainly
State Government, requiring an annual expenditure of a half-billion dollars, is a most serious business.
We hope for a time when candidates will not sacrifice programs, important to the welfare of every Kentuckian, in order to further their political ambitions.
Let us hope for a time when candidates will campaign on the basis of
programs—weighing carefully what
is best for Kentucky—and not on a
basis of which man is the best entertainer and name-caller.
Finally, let us pray for the day
when election campaigns can be conducted without harming Kentucky;
when candidates for office will favor
progress over politics. Then, we believe, we can look our children and
grandchildren in the eye with a clear
conscience.

Kentuckians Now Have Chance To Prove They
Are Interested In Automobile Traffic Safety
Kentuckians will soon have a
chance to prove their enthusiasm for
automobile and traffic safety
Beginning May 1 they can voluntarily take their cars to a safety-lane
check in many Kentucky cities.
Gov. Bert Combs has issued a
proclamation urging every automobile owner in the state to cooperate
in the safety check as a way to help..:
cut the mounting toll of deaths and
juries" on Kentucky highways. The
Kentuckytraffic death toll is already far ahead of last year's. The total number of fatalities for 1962 was 793, one
of the worst on record.
The sponsors are the Auto Industries Highway Safety Committee,
Look Magazine, and the Association
of State and Provincial Safety Coordinators in cooperation with the Kentucky Department of Public Safety.
The safety-lane check, of course,
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is not intended to be a cure-all. There
is no ONE answer, but there are
many solutions yet to be found. Probably the biggest obstacle to overcome
is public apathy—the "I'll -do-it-tomorrow attitude." As we know—
TOMORROW never comes!
Statistics have proven that far
more automobile accidents occur because of mechanical failure than were
previously known. This is not to say
that human error has been -overplayed. No words can be written strong
enough in the attempt to cry out
against the drunken, irresponsible,
and reckless drivers, but mechanical
failure, according to a recent Harvard
University study, is far more prevalent than was suspected before.
Thousands of public officials and
volunteers from many organizations
will give of their time and talents to
help you in an attempt to save your
own life. Help them to accomplish the
job.
Last year 41,000 persons were
killed in auto accidents across the nation and millions were injured.
Success doesn't happen. It is organized, pre-empted,captured by concentrated common sense!
—Frances E. Willard
To become an able and successful
man in any profession, three things
are necessary, nature, study, and
practice.
—H. W. Beecher

[STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcf•atten

CO ID
Is A Good God

whereby we must be saved.! Also,
in Philippians, chapter 2, we read
'that at the name of Jesus every
knee should bow, of things in
heaven, and things in earth, and
things under the earth; and that
every tongue should confess that
Jesus Christ is Lord."
When we hear the name atomic
bomb, we think of its power.
When we hear the name tornado,
we think of its power and destruction. These names were born on
earth, by man, not brought down
by an angel, so their power and
strength are not eternal, but will
be cast aside and forgotten when
God wipes the tears from the eyes
of those that have been faithful
to him.

By Willis Hicks

At the mention of the name
Hitler, Jews trembled, their hearts
filled with fear and hatred. At the
name of Castro' many Cubans
hide, run and die in their desperate attempts to have the freedom
they so rightly deserve. At the
name of Khruschev the Russian
Surely 'tis
people stop and listen. Many apGood
God."
plaud, but some feel sorrow and
heartaches. Yes, Khruschev, the
temporary "God" of Communism.

:Attu IQur daughters, Pottkby finally ...
usimuuninnininmoummusumanimmuoimmuisummommirmammumunaimmomNiumemmiummor
FRONI THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock-May 14, 1963
Mrs. Grady Varden entertained
for the youngstefs on May 8 with
a party, honoring her son Gaylon
on his sixth birthday. Gaylon received many nice gifts and late
in the afternoon the hostess served delicious ice cream and birthday cake to the following: Mary
Ann Hill, Bobby Boaz, Guy Joe
Hall, Dianna Bennett, Tommy Latta, Eddie Moore, Milton Exum,
Carolyn Roberts, Brenda Brown,
Tommie Brady, Michael Hornra,
Toby Brady, David Ferrell, Jean
Ciuker, Follis Bennett, Douglas
Speight, Jimmy Moon, Beverly
Burgess, Joan Latta, Bobby Vaughan, Billy Vaughan, Charles David,
Wyatt Sevier, David Daniels, Miriam Watts and Gaylon Varden.
A Fulton girl, Jane Alley, who
is an employee of the Wolf Creek
Ordnance Plant at Milam, appeared in Ripley's "Believe It or Not"
column recently. The column
states, "Jane Bowling Alley is the
true name of a bowler of Fulton,
Ky."
At the final meeting of the year
on May 8, Miss Mary Martin was
elected chairman of the Art De-

partment of the Woman's Club,
succeeding Mrs. J. E. Fall, who
has served for the past two years.
Of wide interest in Western
Kentucky is the marriage of Miss
Helen Rose Hunsberger of Philadelphia, Pa., and Ensign Joseph
Ware Beadles of Fulton. The
groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Beadles.

To mention the names of Stalin
and Lenin with any note of distaste to a communist is to commit
sacrilege. Both bodies of the onetime great men of communism are
preserved under glass in Russia.
Thousands of people visit the
tomb each year to look upon the
bodies of their "one time" Gods.
Yet there is another tomb; people visit it by the thousands, but
there is no body in it. "The tomb
is empty!" He is risen! And at the
name of this person the demons
-tremble, the blind see, the lame
walk, and the lost souls of men,
women and children are rescued
from the evil hands of Satan. This
name is so great and holy that it
was brought down to earth by an
angel from Heaven. Not by dream
nor by the audible voice of God,
but seat *down to earth on the
lips of an angel. His name is Jesus.
He is God's only son and He has
all power given unto Him from
God. In the fourth chapter of Acts
we find "there is none other name
under heaven given among men,

— "God is a

RAY'S

Simms SHOP
HAMBURGERS

25 c
THICK SHAKES

28c
PIT BAR-B-a
By The Pound
Sandwich or Plate
DROP IN, FOLKS!
CURB SERVICE

Greenfield Monument Works

A grand thing accomplished at
the meeting of the Victory Community Club recently, was that
members learned not to paint
their flower pots and boxes red,
black, etc., but to use colors more
close to nature, as other colors
detract from the plants. The president, Mrs. Roy D. Taylor, presided over the meeting.
At a meeting of the Young Men's
Business Club on May 11 plans
were set in motion to sponsor the
dairy show this year. It had been
feared that this project may have
to be abandoned this year because
of war conditions and the razing
of the old fair association building; however, interest is so keen
that plans may be worked out to
make the show possible this year.

so

In Operation 61 Years

* Large Display
* Well Lighted At Night
* Open Sunday Afternoons *
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293
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100 Years Ago This Week
An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentucky, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORDAN
(Kentucky Civil War Commission)
One hundred years ago this
week Brig. Gen. John Hunt Morgan's Third Confederate Cavalry
Division settled down to its assigned task of keeping Union Army
units out of the region south of
the Cumberland River in three
Kentucky counties lying on the
Tennessee state line — Wayne,
Clinton and Cumberland. Gen.
Braxton Bragg, commander of the
Confederate Army of the Tennessee, who had been in winter quarters at Tullahoma, Tenn., realized
that he might have to withdraw to
the south side of the Tennessee
River under pressure from the
Union Army of the Cumberland,
and he did not want to be surprised by the sudden appearance
in East Tennessee of the Union
Army of the Ohio, which Major
Gen. A. E. Burnside was reported
to be building up in Kentucky.
Morgan had orders, if he could
not keep the Federals out of the
three-county area, at least to retard their advance.
As related in last week's installment, when Morgan arrived
in Wayne County, he found two
at his regiments about to be attacked by a superior force under
Col. Richard T. Jacob, and sent
couriers back to speed the arrival
of five more of his regiments
which, by hard riding, managed
to get up just in time to save Col.
duke's and Col. Chenault's regiments and drive off the enemy.
During the week now under review Morgan, replying in a communication from Col. Jacob, held
the Union commander:
"I instructed the officer commanding the detail made to bury
my own dead to bestow the same
care upon yours, and it has been
done.
"I cheerfully consent that you
take charge of your wounded.
While every attention in the power of my surgeon to render them
has beep and while they remain
within my lines shall be given
them, I desire that they may have
the care of their own friends.

These men whom I return to you
can safely re-ente• your ranks upon their recovery; knowing that
their parole would not be observed, I have not required them to
give it. And I may soon have
wounded of my own who will need
the care I am now bestowing upon
these."

Add a Phone
Add a Lot to Living

Jacob and Morgan both Kentuckians, it was not astonishing
that Jacob made a request that
his dead be buried and his wounded returned, or that Morgan granted it. Throughout the Civil War,
Kentuckians who were officially
enemies made it a practice to extend to one another any courtesies and kindnesses permitted under the regulations and some that
were forbidden. For example, it
is doubtful whether Morgan's superiors, if they had known 4bout
It, would have approved of his
releasing -enemy soldiers he had
captured without requiring them
to give their paroles that they
would not fight again unless exchanged. Most of the Kentuckians
of high rank in the two armies
had known one another socially or
had been companions in arms during the Mexican War.

It's pajama time, and Daddy's calling. But
there's no need to budge. Not when you have
a handy bedside phone. By night or day, extension phones add so much in practical convenience at so little cost. To order, just call
your telephone business office or ask any telephone serviceman.
Here ...There...Everywhere You
Spend a Lot of Time
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THERE'S STILL TIME
"Why are you so sure there is
no life on Mars?"
"Well, for one thing, they have
never asked the United States for
a loan."

ing flu

TV SPECIALS

for the
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Lota of good used sets
New Portables

Mr.
friends

$139.95, up
WOOD & MUM TV
"WE SERVICE ALL MAKES"
$09 Walnut
Phone 211
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bit of spice and interest to the peogram.
Page 3
Serving as hostesses for the occasion were Mrs. P. F. King,
chairman, Mrs. John Earle, Mrs.
I.,
TrIF17
J. A. Norrnent, Mrs. Norman Terv ,
ry, Mrs. Claude Shelby, and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Fowler of
.
W. A. Francis.
ments were served by the social Cayce, Kentucky, are announcing ,
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, retiring committee of the
local education the engagement and approaching
chairman of the department, called association.
marriage of their daughter, Betty
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
the meeting to order and expressGlen, to Bobby Leon Harrison, son !'
her appreciation to the memSeventy-five seniors and juniors of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond HarriIt was so nice to have Dr. Kermit Hunter in West ed
bers for their cooperation and to of Fulton High
School enjoyed a son, of Route Four, Fulton.
Kentucky again last week. The nationally know
the officers who had served with gala banqu
n
play
et in the Terrace Room
Miss Fowler, a Fulton County
wright of 21 outdoor dramas, including his lates
her during her tenure of office. of the Park
Terrace Restaurant on High School graduate, is a sophot
"Sta
rs
She then presented the new de- the eveni
In My Crown," spent a busy 24 hours with
ng of May 4. Barry more at Murray State College.
us making partment chairman, Mrs.
J. 0. Roper, master of ceremonies, made While in
final plans for the play that will open in the new
school she was presamphi- Lewis, who asked the members to the opening address, expressing ident of high
the Beta Club and a
theatre at Kenlake Hotel on June 22. Dr. Hunt
give Mrs. Huddleston a rising vote his appreciation
for the endeavors cheerleader. She is the grander, you of thanks, for her
know, is the author of the long-running outdoor
many efforts, of the Highlighters, a friendly daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
drama endeavors and most successful group of Fulto
n High students. He Council of Union City and of the
"Unto These Hills," at Cherokee, North Carolina,
chairmanship.
then presented Mary DeMyer and late Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
viany of you have seen. Mrs. Hunter did not comewhich Mrs. Lewis read
Fowler
the names_ of Cathy Campbell, who sang "Mo- of Wickliffe.
with
him this trip, but Dr. Hunter promised that she
the new officers to serve with her ments to Remember", accompaniwould as follows: Mrs. H.
Mr. Harrison also graduated
be on hand for the gala opening of "Stars In My Crow
H. Murphy, ed by Bob Anderson. Dwane Mcn,"
vice-president; Mrs. Arch Huddles- Alister, a member of the Socialite from Fulton County High School
when State and National dignitaries will join 1000
is attending Murray State
inter- ton, second vice-president; Mrs. Club, extended his appreciation and
College. He is the grandson of Mr.
ested viewers of the drama that has as its fram
E. W. Hart, secretary-treasurer; also to the Highlighters. The
ework the Mrs. Frank
in- and Mrs. Herman Harrison
of
life of the late former vice-president Alben
, telephone chair- vocation was given by Stanley Route
Three, Fulton, and of Mrs.
Barkley, as man; Mrs. Brady
Huddl
Jeffre
eston
ss,
,
after
public
which a delicious Sam Austin Jones
ity
well as such other famous western Kentucki
and the late Mr.
ans as Irvin chairman; Mrs. Warren Graham, baked ham dinner was enjoy
ed.
Jones of Cayce.
S. Cobb, Nathan Stubblefield, and William Kell
progr
am
chair
man.
y, who
Toasts were given by Barry
A June wedding is being planperfected the Bessemer steel process.
Adams, Carolinda Hales, Glenda ned by the couple.
Members of the faculties of the Clark
Meeting for more than three
, Curtis Hancock and others.
Fulton City Schools enjoyed an inhours at the famous "Hitching stage designing and
At the conclusion of the meal, the
lights and set- formal social hour
in the Carr 1963 spring formal was offici
Post.," near Kenlake the Board of tings and William
SPEAKS ON ENGLAND!
ally
Hooks is the cafeteria Wedne
sday after school. opened by Bob Anderson
Trustees of the drama association choreographer. Jack
playing
Boyd, of Pa- The occasion honor
At the regular meeting of the
ed members "A Theme From a Summer Place.
closed its meeting by saying: "It's ducah is musical
" Lions Club last Friday
director.
who
will
not
be
the guest
worki
ng in the
been a hard, long task to bring
From time to time, perhaps next system next year Dancing was enjoyed by 130 speaker was Lt. Col. William P.
Mrs. M. W.
this project into being, but it looks
week, we will give you a run- Haws who is retiring
at the close young people, to the music of The Reed, a former Fultonian, who
like we're in sight of raising the
down of the area people who have af this semester, Charl
es Cooper Blazers, .a six-piece orchestra spoke on "Life in England," relatcurtain for the premiere on June
been employed for the cast.
ing his personal experiences durwho is entering the University of from Jackson, Tenn.
22."
ing a three years stay there. The
General admission tickets for Kentucky School of Pharmacy,
Indeed as we look back on the
Chaperones for the evening program was in charge
"Stars in My Crown," will go on Jeff Lester who will be serving as
of Win
months and months of diligent
were Mayor and Mrs. Gilbert De- Whitnel, who presented
sale about June first. However, Fulton
Count
y's
the speakfirst football
work that has been put into the
requests for general admission, coach, and Harry King who will Myer, Dr. and Mrs. R. V. Putnam, er.
establishment of that beautiful
opening night tickets are being teach distributive education at Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hornra and Mr.
1000-seat amphitheatre on Kenaccepted now. Just mail your re- Union City High School. Refreshtucky Lake, we realize that all the
quest to Frank Lancaster, Box
long hours devoted to the work
679, Murray, Kentucky. They will
have been most gratifying. About
sell for $3.00 each.
70 people in the area will be given
summer employment, most of them
Don't forget the POSTMARK
will fulfill a dream of participating
in a real, live professional, drama. KENTUCKY plan. Be sure to write
Some twelve or fifteen employes at least two of your friends or rewill handle the ushering, ticket- latives today, inviting them to see
selling, automobile parking and the show sometime between June
other tasks incident to keeping 22 and September 3. Then "Stars
In My Crown," will be presented
the show moving.
Max Hurt, of Murray, president nightly, except Sunday at 8 p. m.
of the drama association estimates central standard time.
that approximately $5000 in payFor time immemorial a lady's
roll money alone will be turned
loose in the area. When one con- hat has been the target of many
siders that upwards of 60,000 peo- jokes by the men folks. Last Friple will view the show in the ten- day at the Woman's Club the memweek period, it means that thous- bers of the Home and Garden Deands and thousands of dollars will partment came out in the open
be spent with retail merchants with this headgear business by
this summer that has not been prebenting a program called "My
Hats and I." The speaker, Lena
spent before in this section.
Rivers Cummins of Arlington gave
It is not difficult to estimate
the more than 50 members present
then that this outdoor drama can
some real ammunition to fire back
be termed a multi-million dollar
at any critics of the bonnet with
industry and the many firms and
the frills upon it and there's no
individuals who have contributed
doubt about it.
toward the $50,000 finance drive
The idea for such a program
are well pleased with the entire
came from the vivid imagination
effort.
of none other than Bessie Clifton
It has been a real privilege to so you know it must have
been a
work these many months with good idea.
Raymond Roof, a dentist of PaThe speaker's topic
ducah; Bill Powell, executive edicovered
tor of the Paducah-Sun; Lon Car- many phases and periods of civiliter Barton, representative from zation in many countries and the
Graves County; Holmes Ellis, presi- customs that have influenced the
dent of the Chamber of Commerce use of particular hats or head covand Mayor of Murray; Bob Lang, erings. Her hat display was most
a building supply contractor of interesting and she modeled a tiny
Benton; Smith Broadbent, tobacco old fashioned black "fine" bonnet,
farmer and civic leader of Cadiz, which was in vogue many years
and John Perryman, owner of the ago.
Hitching Post, souvenir and counFor the meeting she was weartry store center; and of course
ing a stylish high-crown flowered
with Mr. Hurt.
hat in soft shades of green. Mrs.
All of these men nave contrlout- Edrin
gton was asked to stand that
ed their time and effort to bring- the
audience might see the most
ing about "Stars in My Crown," attrac
tive white Breton, designed
for the sole reason that they are by
Mr. John, that she was wearing.
interested in the progress and de- Attac
hed to the brim were red
velopment of the tourist and travel polkadotted long white scarves,
industry of this area. They deserve which
could be adjusted to coma lot of credit.
plement different costumes. Mrs.
Burnett Hobgood of Ithaca, New Ralph
Edrington's personal anecYork, whose father has roots in dote
on hats and her explanation
Graves County, will direct the of
the Scottish tartans (since she
show. David Weiss, will do the is a
native of Scotland) added a
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A Million Thanks!
J. L. Grooms and employees would like to
express their sincere appreciation to all those
who were helpful in any way in making their
GRAND OPENING at the GROOMS SUPER
"100" Service Station the great success that
it was last weekend. Their special thanks go
to the Pepsi Cola Co. for donating the Pepsis
served, Cashion's Specialied Ser. for furnishing the ice, Mac & Fay and Owen's Florists
for the beautiful flowers. Your continued patronage is solicited.
Mr. Grooms adds, "May God bless my
friends and enemies."
•
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S\
ometimes you're happy because someone does
something for you. Sometimes you're happy because
you've done something for someone. This is indeed
a happy year for us—and for both reasons.
This community has done a lot for us since the
pause that refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola came
to town 50 years ago. You gave us an encouraging
welcome, helped us to grow year by year.
With the help of good dealers, we have made the

delicious and refreshing drink that is so much a
part of our national life available for your refreshment around the corner from anywhere.
We have met the high standards of purity and
quality that Americans expect no matter where they,
call for a Coke. Our dealers have maintained a price
that has kept Coca-Cola within reach of everybody.
We feel that you like our product and the way
we
offer it to you. That is something to be happy about
.

FULTON COCA - COLA BOTTLING COMP
ANY,INC.
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Ask for it either way. .. both trade-marks
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Nathan Stubbefield Story May Be Presented In New Amphitheatre
A music-drama, based upon the invention of radio
Nathan B. Stubblefield, has been written
Murray's
by
by two Murray State College faculty members and will
be produced May 23-25. Paul Shahan, of the MSC music
faculty, composed the music for the show, which is called "The Stubblefield Story", and Mrs. Lillian Lowry,
who teaches languages at College High School, wrote
the libretto.

Chamber of Commerce will also
accept mail orders for tickets.
Other leading cast members will
be Don Whitis as Willie, Diane
Miller as Bernard, Marjorie Caldwell as Mrs. Stubblefield, William
Warren as Duncan Holt, Howard
Nichols as the barber, 0. B.
Boone, Jr. as the second barber,
Lee Egbert as a young man, Billy
Boone as a reporter, James Holmes as a bellhop, Lamar Richard-

son as a shoeshine boy, Sam
Coryell as the Best Man, and Alex
Harvey as Rainey T. Wells.
Chorus members will be Judy
Dowdy, Ann Brown, Gayle Daniel,
John Morton, Wanda Dick, Gerald
Gooch, John Ballance, Mary Lou
Frazier, Elizabeth Hart, and Shirley Thomas.
Barr, well-known for his work
with vocal groups, has been on
Murray State's faculty for eight

Mrs. Jack Lowe, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford, of
Dyersburg, spent Sunday with reBy Mn. Charles LOWS
latives here,
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Green, of
Mr. and Mrs. Kameth Alford Mayfield, spent Sunday with Mrs.
Miss
and
and son of Dyersburg
Green's mother, Mrs. Mattie RenFrankie McNatt of Memphis spent fro. Mr. and Mrs. Lcie Hickman,
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. of Fulton, were afternoon visitors.
Cecil McNatt.
Wilma Owens of near Choppill
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Cunning- visited Mr. and Mrs. John Smith
ham and children, of Paducah, Sunday afternoon.
spent Mother's Day with Mrs. Bud
Mrs. William Long and son
Stem. The latest report from Mr. David, Mrs. Mildred Freeman,
Stem, who is a patient in a Mem- Danny Thorpe and Charles Mcphis hospital, is that he is doing Morris of Fulton attended the
as well as could be expected. Sun- Strawberry Festival in Humboldt
day afternoon visi' ors in the home last Friday.
were Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graddy,
Mrs. Riley Smith is not doing
of the Johnson Grove community. too well the last few days. Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach's Rudd was out to see her Sunday.
Miss Paula Long spent Friday
week end visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Calain McCullough of Mem- night with Miss Sandra Harris in
phis, Mrs. Clara Ledbetter of Fulton.
Granite City, Ill., Mrs. Betty
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
13urcham of Clinton; and the Roach of Memphis, spent Mother's Day
children from Fulton were Sunday with Mrs. Johnson's parents, Mr.
visitors.
and Mrs. Robert Rogers.
David Long is spending tonight
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Copeland, of
Mayfield, were Sunday afternoon (Monday) in Fulton with Tommy
guests of Mrs. Copeland's sister, Toon.

•PIERCE STATION

years. During this time, he has
made the school's a cappella choir
famous throughout the area. His
choir recently completed a tour of
the Midwest and the East Coast.
Choir work is a part of Mr.
Baar's Sundays, as well as weekdays, as he holds the title of Minister of Music at the First Methodist Church at Fulton where he is
a member. •

"The Stubblefield Story" will vation three d:-:'s bcfore.
be presented in the new amphiShaho- and Mrs. Lowry have
theatre, now being constructed at
these basic facts from Stubused
it
if
Park,
State
Lake
Kentucky
life for the plot of their
blefleld's
not,
is completed in time. If it is
musical drama. :dIajor themes are
Colthe
in
be
will
production
;.1 1 0bestqt- 's the
Stubblzield's need for perfection
lege Auditorium.
and the misunderstanding he cre•
Stubblefield, the Murray eccen- ated because of his eccentricities.
has
genius
scientific
whose
tric
The first scene of the show is
slowly been revealed during the set at a "play-party" near Stublast 40 years, has grudgingly been blefield's home, where he and his
accorded the invention of radio by strange behavior are discussed by
a great many persons and organi- his neighbors. The next two scenes
zations.
are at the Stubblefield home. In
Stubblefield made several suc- the first, Stubblefield tells of his
cessful demonstrations of his dreams, his frustrations, and his
"wireless telephone" during 1902 distress at being misunderstood.
—one at Murray before an audi- His son Bernard and Mrs.Stubbleence of some 1000 persons and a field are introduced here. In the
series of demonstrations in Wash- next scene, two persons who were
ington, New York and Philadel- confidents of Stubblefield, Rainey
phia. At Washington, Stubblefield T. Wells and Duncan Holt, are inbroadcast from a ship in the Po- troduced.
tomac River to a group of persons
The final scene, in which
on shore. This demonstration was Stubblefield conducts a successful
reported by The Washington Post. demonstration of his invention, is
Despite all these evidences of set on the grounds of the Murray
success, Stubblefield still did not Court House.
Shahan says that much of the
patent his invention. Finally in
1908, a patent was issued. But, in music for the production will inthe meantime, Stubblefield seems corporate themes from English
to have signed away his rights to and Scotch ballads that have
his invention for shares in a com- flourished in West Kentucky.
pany that would promote and de- Costume, will be authentic reprovelop it. These stock later disap- duction of dress during the turn
peared. The promotion company's of the century and dances will be
role in the affair has remained a adapted from square dances and
mystery, but it is known that play-party games.
Most of the cast for the show
Stubblefield thought he had been
"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME" and other melodies by "The Stephen Foster
has been selected and rehearsals
cheated out of his invention.
Story" ensemble rang out over the State Capitol grounds as the Garden Club of
For the last 20 years of his life will begin May 9.
Inc. re-dedicated Kentucky's floral clock. Some 500 onlookers turned
Kentucky,
Robert Baar, of the Murray
Stubblefield lived as a recluse in
ceremony on the Capitol grounds, abloom with tulips, geraniums,
the
for
out
the
will
play
faculty,
music
State
he
There,
a shack near Murray.
flora. The clock itself, first dedicated in May 1961, holds a
spring
other
and
brooded in his disillusionment and leading role.
spring blossoms. Its wishing pool has yielded over $4,590
10,000
some
of
bouquet
Stubblefield
"The
for
s
Tickets
experiment
other
conducted
for the purchase of recreation equipment for State child-care agencies and for
which have become a part of the Story" are now on sale in Mura University of Kentucky horticulture scholarship presented annually by the
area's folklore. There are many ray and may be bought at either
Garden Club.
stories in circulation about bril- the Bank of Murray, the Peoples
liant lights appearing in the air Bank, Corn and Austin, or Fraabout the shack and of sounds zee, Melugin, and Holton Insurthat seemed to come from no- ance.
Speeding automobiles kill a
All tickets are unreserved and
where.
number of people, including a good
On March 28, 1928, Stubble- are $1 each.
Orders by mail should be sent many drivers of speeding autofield was found dead in his shack.
He appeared to have died of star- to: Ticket Division, "The Stubble- mobiles.
field Story", Bank of Murray,
Murray, Kentucky. The Murray Support "Dollars For Scholars"
s
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FULTON
OPEN 6:45 - PHONE 12
Now Thru Saturday
Ian Fleming's
"DR. NO" — In
Technicolor!!
STARTS SUNDAY
The awesome siege
of Yorktown .. .
The battle of Saratoga..
Brandywine . .. See
"LAFAYETTE" In
Technicolor!!
Howard St. John
Jack Hawkins
Orson Wells
A man at 19 a proud
name forever!

J • ••

a true bourbon
Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land
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HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, n.L. • 86 PROOF

Chandler Ignore
Fulton County?
HEhad $50,000,000.00 for County Improvements...
We didn't get a penny!
Our Progress Started A-F-T-E-R Chandler Left

SUPPORT

Robert (Bob) Matthews

• $65,000.00 for Fulion Airport
• $128,000 more State money this year for Fulton County schools
than under Chandler

STAEFOR

ATTORNEY - GENERAL
HERE IS MATTHEWS RECORD:
• 1st. Asst. Atty. Gen. 1959

• $43,000.00 more for Fulton School District
• $844,994.00 for roads since 1960
• 39 per cent gain in funds for minimum foundation health program
• 29 per cent more funds to help our needy citizens

• Asst. Atty. Gen." 1955-'59

•

• Chief Administrative
Asst. to Governor 1960
• Commissioner of Finance 1960-'63
• Coordinator of State Emergency
Resources Planning 1961-'63
• Chairman of State School District
Audit Committee 1962-'63
• World War II Navy Combat
Veteran
• LIFELONG Democrat

"THERE'S NO MATCHING HIS RECORD"
(Paid Political Adv.)

This Time Make Sure Your Vole Helps Fulton County
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Garden Club Re-Dedicates Floral Clock
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News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

quarters of which has been deployed here from Ftothwestern,
Germany.
Airman Martin, a radar repairman, is on duty with a detachment of the squadron based at Bad
Kruermach, Germany. His detachment and other units of the 601st
coordinate activities of Army
ground forces with Air Farce
operations. They provide radar
guidance and communications assistance to aircraft flying ground
support missions.
He is the son of Mrs. Lucille
Martin of R. R. 4, Hickman. The
airman is a graduate of Hickman.
High School.
His wife is the former Ellen
Faye Patterson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Patterson of Cortez, Colo. The airman's father,
James A. Martin, resides at Hickman

FORT SILL, OKLA. — Army
Pvt. Monroe Hughes Jr., whose
parents live on Route 1, Hickman,
Ky., is scheduled to complete an
11-week artillery tracked vehicle
maintenance course at The Artillery and Missile Center, Fort Sill,
Okla., July 5.
Hughes will be instructed in
servicing artillery tracked vehicle maintenance course at The
Artillery and Missile Center, Fort
Sill, Okla., July 5.
Hughes will be instructed in
servicing artillery tracked vehicles,
self-propelled artillery mounts and
related equipment.
IMPROVED
He entered the Army last January and completed basic training
There has been a great improveat Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
ment in The Congressional ReThe 19-year-old soldier attendcord. The mailing wrapper is of a
ed Riverview High School.
much nicer quality of paper.
—Nashville Banner.
SEMBACH AB, Germany—Airman First Class Billy J. Martin of
Hickman, Ky., is a member of the
The first Christmas Seals to
United States Air Force's 601st fight tuberculosis were sold in
Tactical Control Squadron, head- Denmark in 1904.

FARMER HEADQUARTERS!
Cotton Seed Varieties
(both acid and machine delinted)

REX
DIXIE KING

EMPIRE
D&PL 15

6- 12 - 12— Top Quality Grade at cheap-"grade"
price: $48. Ton.
-

Questions And Answers For

VETERANS AFFAIRS
Approximately 165,000 Korean
Conflict veterans (about 2,000 in
Kentucky) have about six months
remaining in which to take advantage of the $18 million in-special insurance dividends to be paid
to those exchanging "RS" insurance policies bearing the letter
Olney B. Owen, VA's Regional
Manager for Kentucky, said today
that the special dividend offer expires September 13, 1963.
It applies only to Korea Conflict veterans whose insurance
policy number is preceded by the
letters "ES". No other government life insurance policyholders
are eligible.
To get his dividend, the "RS"
policyholder must either:
(1) Exchange his "RS" term
policy for a "W" term policy at,
generally, only one-third of the
cost he is now paying. Although
the term cannot be renewed after
age 50, protection can be continued by converting to a low-cost
permanent plan insurance policy
at any time while the term is in
force.
(2) Convert his "RS' policy to a
low-cost "W" permanent plan insurance policy now.
If the "RS" policyholder takes
either of these steps on or before
September 13, 1963, he will receive his special dividend. These
dividends average about $100, depending upon the age• of the
policy-holder and the length of
time he has held his policy.
He must act on or before September 13, 1963, however, or the
dividend cannot be paid.
About 480,000 Korea Conflict
policyholders have already changed "RS" policies to "W" policies.
Approximately $38 million has
been distributed in dividends since
the bill establishing this dividend
became a law on September 13,
1961.

BOOK YOUR SEED SOYBEANS
$3.75 per bushel,
While Supply Lasts on the following varieties
HOOD
—
CLARK
—
OGDEN
KENT
—
LEE
Let us apply pre-emergence chemical atraxine to
your corn while we side - dress it. Completely eliminates cultivation!

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

8. Fulton

801 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPF.RATIVE SERVICE AGENC1

OLD
rtWALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon

fairs, available at the Government Printing Office, Washington time when such registrant shall
so report for a period not to ex25, D. C., for $1.25 per copy.
ceed 60 days from the date of such
Q—I'm going to college under
postponement.
the War Orphans Educational program administered by VA. I want
Q—When I completed my term
to get married. Can I continue of service I was given a
with my schooli•
classification and just recently I
A—Yes. Marriage does not af- received notice that I was now
classified I-D. Why was my classfect eligibility.
ification changed?
Q—I am planning to take adA—Since you are a member of
vantage of GI Bill vocational rea reserve component, the local
habilitation training. Is there some
board, for statistical purposes, has
new regulation about disabled
re-classified you into I-D. This
Korean Conflict veterans eligireclassification in no way makes
biliyt?
you more vulnerable for inducA—Part of a law passed by the tion.
last Congress eliminated the genQ—What registrants can be
eral deadline for vocational rehabilitation for disabled Korean priority inducted without conConflict veterans. The veteran sideration to age?
who falls under this classification
A—Any registrant who became
now has nine years after his chs
charge to complete his training.
Prior to this the deadline for completion of such training was January 31, 1964.

Questions and Answers

P1-A

been in receipt of service-connected compensation at the time of
death or had been discharged or
retired for disability incurred in
the line of duty. Neither serviceconnected nor disability discharge
would be necessary had the deceased been a wartime or Korean
Conflict veteran.
Q—What is the procedure for
getting a veteran into a VA hospital in a medical emergency?
A—Patients requiring emergency medical treatment maybe taken directly to the nearest VA hospital, but if possible the veteran
or someone acting for him should
communicate with the VA by telephone or telegraph beforehand.
Q Can a widow of a veteran
live with another man
his wife
but continue to draw a VA pension as long as she does not actually marry the man?
A—No. The law governing widow's pensions was amended in
1962 to declare such a person not
eligible for pension.
Q—I have a chronic skin disease.
As a veteran am I entitled to
treatment at a Veterans Administration outpatient clinic?
A—To be eligible for VA outpatient care a veteran must have a
service-connected
disability or
must be receiving vocational rehabilitation training and needs
treatment to avoid interrupting his
training, or be a veteran of the
Spanish-American War. Also, veterans applying for compensation
or pension benefits or for insurance may have a medical examination at a VA outpatient clinic
as may veterans who are seeking
to determine the need for hospital
care.
Q—What is the best source of
current information on veterans
programs and facts about the
VA?
A—The Annual Report of the
Administration of Veterans Af-

Q.—I have just received an Order to Report for Induction. My
father is seriously ill, can my induction be postponed?
A—In case of extreme emergency involving a member of the
registrant's immediate family, the
local board may postpone the

CITY DRUG STORE, FULTON

GIN
*Imported Botanicals
make it extra smooth

ITS HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "NW Tram
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

'Ibnight, enjoy the crystal-dry
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals—made according to an old English formula—by Hiram Walker, now
In its second century of distilling leadership.

CITY DRUG CO.
Fulton E

r-

F9.- the
GOLDEN

dial Asthma relieved quickly=
within 1 minute) with NEPHRON
Even the most stubborn cases respond.
Regardless it what you have tried er
how hopeless yew case, NEPHRON comid
answer your need with amnia sessile.
See your Druggist for

Hiram WaIkerb

RUPTURE

408 Lake St.

ASTHMA

FAST ItEllEFI Terrifying Spasms of Brow

There's a
mighty good reason*
to Insist on

Q—I am an ex-service man and
have lost my Record of Discharge
(DD Form 214) which I need in
order to apply for work, can the
local board give me their copy of
this form?
A—No, however, the local board
will make a transcript of the form
for you.

Q—Iam

being transferred to another city and I'm having difficulty in selling my home. I am purchasing it with the aid of a GI
loan. Is there any way I can get a
GI home loan to help buy another
house before the house I now have
is sold?
A—Only if the Veterans Administration is cleared of all financial
responsibility in the first home
transaction. I. you have a sizeable
equity, your lender may take over
the mortage. That is the only way
you receive entitlement to buy another home.
Q—As a Korean veteran, I am
going to technical school under the
GI Bill. My father has been sent
to a nursing home with a terminal
disease and I have to go to work
full time to pay the bills. Will I be
able to go back to school, say in a
year?
A—Yes, the law allows equal
time for time missed for such a
reason beyond your control.
Q—I saw, heard or read recently that nearly half of the veterans
holding GI insurance have neglected to keep their beneficiary listing
up to date. Can this be so and
what is the manner of changing
beneficiaries?
A—Some 49 percent of GI
policyholders had some form of
error in their beneficiary listing.
If you wish to change your beneficiary, write to the VA insurance
office where you pay your premiums.
Q—A friend of mine - no relative - died without funds or family recenty. Due to our long association, I arranged a funeral and
picked up the tab. The deceased
had served in the army from 1931
to 1935. Will the VA pay a burial
allowance in this case?
A—Not unless the deceased had

a member of a Ready Reserve
component, such as the National
Guard, after October 4, 1961, who
fails to serve satisfactorily and
who has becn certified by the respective armed force shall be
ordered to report for induction by
the local board regardless of the
class in which he is classified,
provided he is not eligible for a
lower classification.

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

$3.75

FIFTH ...

FOR YOUR

PINT

. $2
.36

34 PINT

. $120

• FARM AND ATTTO INSURANCE
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, MIENTUCKY

DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN • DO PROOF • DISTKLED FROM 100% AMERICAS WI
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, MC,, PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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that aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.
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TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF UFE"
You've bon hoping for a formula like this—with extra potency to support•positive sense
of well-being and mental alertnese. It provides important
tropes, as well as the more complete viuunin-minesal protectioa
desirable for the mature adult.

qi

GERIATRIC
capsules Al0
CM'DRUG CO.
routes, IT.

Do you know how easy it is to take a corner
with a Corvair or park one? Turn this
newspaper sideways and it will give you a
pretty good idea. The wheel handles just
about that easily.
The Corvair's engine is in the rear, for
not only greater traction, but more balanced
weight distribution. And that's what makes
the steering no completely effortless.
The engine is air cooled, too. No radiator. No water or antifreeze. No boiling
aver or freezing up to worry about. It takes
the weather and the terrain as it comes.

EVROLET
—

TRADEN'TRAVEL
I
TIME
AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S

So think about those trips to the beach
this summer, those bright sunny days and
balmy moonlit nights.
And besides, looking at it from a very
practical point of view, it's Trade 'N'
Travel time right now at your Chevrolet
dealer's. He's got some beautiful buys.
But you had better hurry before somebody
muscles in ahead of you. Spring's here.
Summer's coming fast. And with these sporty
good-looking Corvairs selling the way they
are, he who hesitates will want to kick

himself.

CHECK HIS NT DEALS ON CHEVROLET, CHEVYII, CORVAIR AND CORVETTE

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUISK,INC.

104 East Fourth Street

hilas

SO

•
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DIRT and gravel: Phone Fulton 1741.

CLASSIFIED ADS

When It's

Real Estate m Fulton
see

CARD OF THANKS

For The

We wish to express our sincere
appreciation for flowers, cards
said words of sympathy expressed
lo us in the recent illness and
teeth of our beloved husband and
trother, Lewis Sams. Especially
o we thank Brother Duncan and
Mr. White for their words of comfort and songs. Also, the staff of
Hornbeak Funeral Home, the doctors and nurses of Hillview Hospital.
The Sams Family
PARKWAY
MANOR, I n c.,
Nursing Home is now open, offering its patients private and semiprivate rooms, lounge with television, beauty shop accommodations, sound-proof walls, nursing
care around the clock. For information call 490 or write or come
to 309 Parkway, Fulton, Kentucky.
ANTENNAS. Vie 1— tall —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

GILLUM

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy hat

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Mayfield

TRANSFER &

Paint & Wallpaper

217 West Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.

STORAGE, INC.

TV SPECIALS
Lots of good used sets
New Portables

$139.95, up
WOOD & PRI1117 TV
"WE SERVICE ALL MAKES"
300 Walnuit
Phone 211

I
r

309 Walnut

Phone 61

c'arm Loans

WALL PAPER—Froai 19c to 69c
per roll. Lowest prices, finest
quality, 500 patterns in stock. We
haul in our own trucks direct
from mill and pass on to you our
savings.

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

CHARLES W. BURROW

Flowers and Hallmark Cards
for all occasions
Invitations, place cards, birth
announcements.
Goren's bridge accessories and
playing cards.
RYTEX STATIONERY
Colored glassware, brass and
gifts.
Arrangements of assorted
permanent flowers.
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Pho. 20-J Nite & Sun. 20-R or
1763.

NOTICE
Sunday May 19, will be observed in Fulton
as Decoration Day.

Gilbert DeMyer, Mayor
L. C. (DOC) ADAMS

e
lme
Edu
For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulton

Miss Hyland Is
Announcing Her
Wedding Plans

Miss Caroline Rose Hyland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.
FHA Loans
Hyland of South Fulton, whose
Joseph
Eugene
marriage to
real
of
selection
—The very best
Cekander, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
estate for sale at all times!
J. Cekander of Chicago, will take
place on June 1, 1963, is announcing plans for her wedding.
They will be married at 10
WE RENT - - o'clock Nuptial Mass in St. Edwards Catholic Church, with Rev.
Hospital beds
Cary Glahn officiating. Miss HyBaby beds
land will be given in marriage by
her brother, Patrick H'yland.
Vacuum Cleaners
Miss Patricia Taghan of MemFloor polishers
phis will be the maid of honor;
Mrs. William McArnis of Houston,
Texas, cousin of the bride, will
WADE }URN. CO.
be matron of honor; and Miss AnFulton, Ky. ita Hyland, sister of the bride,
Phone 103
will be bridesmaid.
Kenneth Happ of Chicago will
attend Mr. Cekander as best man
OF KEN- and groomsmen will be James
COMMONWEALTH
TUCKY DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

Conventional

Loans

Sealed bids will be received by
the Department of Highways at its
office, Frankfort, Kentucky until
10:00 A. M.Eastern Standard Time
on the 24th day of May, 1963, at
which time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the improvement of:
FULTON CO., SP 38-547—The
Jim McNeil-McMurry Road from
Ky. 1127 extending westerly to
RH 1118, a distance of 2.700 miles.
Surface
Concrete
Bituminous
Class I.
FULTON CO., SP 38-647--The
Albert Roper Road from Ky. 94,
approximately 4.0 miles east of
Hickman to Ky. 239 near Hickman
County Line, a distance of 5.698
miles. Bituminous Concrete Surface Class I.
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the new rules
and regulations which became effective August 1, 1962 relating to
the qualification of contractors
and the special provision covering
subletting or assigning the contract. Proposals are available until 9:00 A. M. Eastern Standard
Time on the day of the opening
of bids.
NOTE: Bid proposals will be
available only to contractors whose
certificate of eligibility indicates
qualification covering one of the
major types of work Included in
project. A charge of $2.06 will be
made for each proposal. Remittance must accompany request for
proposal forms. The right is
reserved to reject any and all bids
and to waive technicalities.
Request for proposals should be
made to: — Mrs. Bettie Barker,
Division of Contract Controls, Department of Highways, State Office Bldg., Frankfort, Kentucky.
Request for Plans should be
Made To: — Mr. Kavanaugh Inman, Division of Design, Department of Highways, State Office
Bldg., Frankfort, Kentucky.
Additional Information may be
obtained by Contacting—Mr. W.
T. Judy, Director, Division of
Contract Controls.
Department of Highways
Frankfort, Kentucky
May 2, 1963

1/2 mile south of Union City, Tenn. on
U S 45, on land farmed by Mr. Buck Kirk

Thais of
Vincennes, Ill., and
Thomas Vaughan of Chicago.
Following the ceremony a reception will be held at Park Terrace, to which friends and relatives are invited.

422 Lake Et.
Phone 408

,
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BIG SAVING

DANISH BUTTER COOKIES

99t

2 LB.
BOX

VAN CAMP

. 2--,,,,-.

..,r!

10 FLAVORS OF DELICIOUS BUTTER COOKIES

KIDNE1
VAN CAMP
PORK 8

ARGO FAN

Let our
MIRACLE FINISH'

SO ROUND CLOTHES PINS

DRY CLEANING
do the hard part
You can actually see and feel the
difference! Like new beauty returns to colors, patterns and tex"tures .. . drapes hang just right
.. . slip covers fit to perfection
. . blankets are so luxuriously
soft! Try us and see.
Miracle finish for modern
miracle fibers.

OK-PARISIAN
Laundry & Cleaners
—PHONE 130—

FEDDERS

if it's a cool summer

171

:
BAG OF 50
SUPER SPECIAL

QUILTED FOAM FLOOR MAT
/
WASHABLE
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SUPER BUY
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CANNER & ENAMELWARE
SPECTACULAR
„.

_
99

AIR CONDITIONERS
EACH
Your

Canners

Percolators
Double Boilers ..low.
Sauce Pan Set New
Dish Pans
/a'
.
ri'
Pots
inb4 4:=A.
WA
- ,,A0
Choice
ai
k

CATSU1
NATURES
CANNEl
ARGO FAN
LIMA R
RED BIRD

FLOUR
STAR KIST
TUNA I

SHORTENU

FLAKO
PM!
SWIFTS
CORNE1
ROAST
DELMONTI
PINK SI
SWIFTS

SWIFTS

WENN'

For Decoration Day

Cut Glads $1. Doz.

FRO

as low as

$1999s

CHARLIE SCATES STORE
LAKE STREET

SAVE $1.83

PRINTS & SOLID COLORS
SIZES 2 TO 6X

"Your International Harvester Dealer"
314 Walnut Street

5'

CHILD'S BOXER SHORTS

Buy now and get Fedders sensational
Weather Bond without any extra cost.
You can collect a $100 cash refund on
your purchase price if the average temperature for lune, July and August is 5
degrees below the 10-year average for
the corresponding period, based on official U. S. Weather Bureau records. Select the model that's just right for your
requirements ...from 4000 to 24,000
BTU's. all sensationally priced. Corns in
now and get full details on Fedders
Weather Bond.

PAUL NAMING IMPLEMENT COMPANY

Barbec

SLIP COVERS

apply fertilizer, prepare seedbed and plant all in one trip over the

Sponsored by

ONLY $166

,)

$100 Cash Refund
on

SIZES
10 TO 18

$2.00 TONI &
$1.49 CURLER ASSORTMENT

DRAPES

,
"
"Covering everything

ASST. SOLID COLORS

TONI HOME PERMANENT.

FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher
and electric vactr-n ....:an2rs. Exchange Furniture Cr

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

COTTON

BLANKETS

Great Offer
on the World's
Greatest Air
Conditioner

field.

100%

REG. $1.98

CURTAINS

Dewey Johnson

DOLLARS
GO FURTHER
YOUR V STORE

$13

.FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Brooks Henderson, Tom
White, Mrs. R. B. Allen, Mrs. Lola
Howard, Mrs. Lee Earl, Fulton;
Sammie Morris, L. G. Moody, Mrs.
Freddie Roberts, South Fulton;
Mrs. Della Nall, Herbert Evans,
Mrs. John McCree, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Mary Howard, Route 2,
Fulton; Mrs. William Green, Murray; Patricia Holloway;--rrukedom;
Sam Woodson, Route 1, Water
Valley; Mrs. Robert Watson, Route
1, Wingo; Lester Williams, Route
4, Dresden; Mrs. T. C. Maxey,
Clinton; Mrs. Fred Hopkins, Route
1, Clinton; Mrs. Jerold Dean, Indianariblis, Ind.; Mrs. Horace
Roper, Hickman.

1111 1111111Sk -4"4:1
.
111
1Paw

and Mrs. T. R. Williamson. Honored guests were the parents of the
Highlighters and invited members
of the Fulton High faculty and
their husbands and wives.

LADIES JAMAICA SHORTS

PLANTING IS A minimum tillage operation for
planting crops in one field operation. Old crop residues, small grain
stubble and some pasture sod can be planted without turning, disking or other seedbed preparation. The special planters cover residue,
MULCH

\
'
mcmarni)

,

Lovrtvit,

JONES HOSPITAL
C. L. Humphrey, Charlie Evans,
Mrs. Maggie Rawls, John Worley,
A. C. Butts, Mrs. Finis Sandlin,
Fulton; Mrs. Imogene Gaskins,
Hickman; M. L. Vaughan, Water
Valley; Roscoe Shanklin, Dresden.

HELP WANTED. City Clerk for
City of Fulton, wanted at once.
Salary $200.00 to $230.50 per
month. Typing and stenographic
experience necessary. Applications
may be secured at the City Hall.

.23atosti

Week - End Spficials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
111573
V

The following were patients in
the Fulton Hospitals Wednesday,
May 15:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Tom Sams, Mrs. Flora Redmon,
Mrs. Wendel Butts, Judy McIlwain, Fulton; Wilma Cloys, Mrs.
Milton Counce, South Fulton; Mrs.
William Campbell, Bobby Ellis,
Paducah; Linda Patrick, Mrs. Paul
Jones, Crutchfield; Mrs. Roy Collins, Mrs. Sally Bradley, Water
Valley; Mrs. Fay Outlan, Dukedom; James Choate, Union City.

You are urged to attend a

TUESDAY, MAY 21 at 1:30 P.M.

J. T. Burrow, Eddie Bennett; May
22: Blanch Weeks, Jerry Mac
The News takes pleasure in
Ben Sams, Wm. M. Milner,
Weeks,
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
Britton, Johnnie Roberts,
Jerry
following friends:
James Timothy Henderson, TomMay 17: Glynn Ray Powell, Mrs. my W. Toon; May 23: Larry Ray
W. W. Morris, Mrs. Howard Ed- Heath, Sam Hardy, Lela Bloodwards, Mildred Land, Ben H. Mau- worth, Theda Sanderson, Brenda
pin, Charles Marlar; May 18: DebBritton.
bie Dedmon, Scottie Rodgers, Lester Betty, Follis Bennett, Billy
Suggs, Mrs. Eugene Waggoner;
May 19: Pete 'Byars, Robert Hale,
Norma Benedict, Martha Lynn
McKelvy, Zelma Harris; May 20:
Jerry Coates.
May 21: Mrs. Coyle Wade, Mrs.

•

Fulton, Ky.

Mulch Planting Demonstration

The Fulton News, Thursday, May 16, 1963
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HOSPITAL NEWS

All types of Insurance

Attention! All Farmers!

IIAPPY BIRTHDAY

FULTON

Large Selection Ariffidal

FL

Wreaths Sprays

BALDRIDGE'S
5- 10- Sc STORE

203 SO.
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The Winner Was Not Present Saturday, May 4111 For Drawing,So There Will Be 400 Silver Dollars Added To The
Giant Jack Pot Of Cash,Bringing The Total To 1200FREE Silver Dollars For Next Drawing Which Will Be Held
June 1st 3 P. M. In Parking Lot. Nothing To Buy Just Register Each Time You Visit Us.
Y'ALL COME!
HOT

U.S. D.A.

Barbecue Sandwiches

5 For 2.00

FRESH

GROUND BEEF

Whole
LB.

RYE RS

LB. 39c
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HICKORY SMOKED REELFOOT
C HAMS.
LB 2
.
3
1

.16

2 - 300 CANS

BEANS
29c
2 LB. CANS
PORK & BEANS
29c
ARGO FANCY
CATSUP 214 oz. Bottles 39c
NATURES BEST
CANNED GOODS 300 Cans 10c
ARGO FANCY
LIMA BEANS 6 303 Cans $1.00
RED BIRD
FLOUR __ 25 Lb. Bag $1.49
STAR KIST
TUNA FISH 3 Reg. Cans $1.00
SHORTENING
3 Lb. Can 49c
FLAKO
SWIFTS
__ 2 12 oz. Cans 89c
2 - 12 oz. CANS
SWIFFS
CORNED BEEF
89c
2 - 12
CANS
swirrs
ROAST BEEF
89c
ONTE
PINK SALMON _ Lb. Can 59c

HUNTS

KIDNEY
iC
.
s

AMERICAN BEAUTY

MIX VEGETABLES

LIBBYS

AMERICAN BEAUTY

300

PEAS & CARROTS

1

5 REG. CANS

_ $1.00

300 CAN

10c TOMATO JUICE

OLEO

oz.

'
VIENNA SAUSAGE

300 CAN

SUNSHINE

10c PIMENTOS __ 2 oz. Jar 10c

YELLOW SOLIDS
COUNTRY STYLE

BUSH

10c KRAUT ___ Picnic Can 10c iA
3' AI DINES

REG. CAN

_ In Oil 10c

10 Lb. Bag With
A $5.00 Purchase
or More Limit - One

PEACHES 4 - 2 1-2 Cans $1.00
CRATERi
AKE
--- 3 - 2 1-2 Cans $1.00
JACK N BEAN STALK
4 - 2 1-2 CANS
PURPLE PLUMS
$1.00
DAIRY BRAND
MILK _
1-2 Gal. Crt. 46c
DAIRY BRAND
12 OZ. PKG.
COTTAGE CHEESE _ _ 23c
MARSHMALLOW PUFF
COOKIES Reg 39c Pkg. 29c
KRAFTS
MIRACLE WHIP Qt. 49c
MILFORD
CORN ___ 6 - 303 Cans $1.00
TROPIC ISLE
- 300 CANS
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE $1.00
FRUITi
A CrCKTAIL 5303CA
$1.00
PRIDE OF ILL
3 - 46 OZ. CANS
TOMATO JUICE
89c
LIQUID
6 - 8 OZ. CANS
METRECAL
$1.39
PLYMOUTH
A BAGS _ _ 100 Count 89c

CASE OF 24 BOTTLES
PLUS
DEPOSIT
with a $5. purchase or more
FROZEN

5 - LB. BOX

ARMOUR'S

BEG CAN MARCHINO

FISH STICKS
99c POTTED MEAT
10C CHERRIES
KELLY'S
STUFFED
PORK
10 oz. Can 49c TUDEPERNIP
BLEGREENS 2 1-2 Can 10c OIVES
SUN GOLD
RED BIRD
SHOWBOAT
POTATO Chips Reg 59c pkg 49c VIENNAS ___ Reg. Can 10c
203 SO. BROADWAY

SO. FULTON, TENN.

OPEN TILL

9 P. M.

7 DAYS

Piggly Wiggly

Lb. 10c
49c
Pkg. 10c

PRICES GOOD
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POTPIES_ _ 6 Reg.Pkg $1.00
3 - LB. BAGS
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g
FRIES
$1.00
TIP TOP
EON ADE _ _ 6 oz. Can 10c
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SOIL CONSERVATION
NEWS
H. F. Smith
The Soil Conservation Service
has moved its office from the City
Hall in Hickman to Room 7 in the
U. S. Poet Office.

May 16, 1963

Mrs. Charles Keaton of Tiptoevile, Tennessee, constructed 1175
feet of open ditch on her farm in
Kentucky Bend. Mrs. Keaton is in
the process of putting a drop pipe
In the end of this ditch to let the
water down in a slough. This will
stabilize the grade in the ditch to
prevent it from getting too deep.

You'll Say they're delicious!

1

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTA1111ANT
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

1<g414

Plantin 'time is near. If it will sist of one acre or more of corn
rain? And come planting time, or cotton - 5 acres or more of soymany boys (and some girls) will beans; 3. Plant a recommended
begin planting their 4-H corn, cot- variety; 4. Answer questions in
ton, and soybean project plots. workbook (available in Extension
The number taking these crop pro- Office, Courthouse, Union City);
jects is on the increase. It is en- 5. Keep records and complete a
couraging to observe these trends. project summary, and production
One of the helping to boost 4-H cost record; 6. Include weight reCrop Project enrollment is the ex- ceipts for cotton and soybeans.
cellent sponsorship of these pro- Have corn yield measured by Asst.
jects. Warterfield Grain Company County Agent; 7. Show soybean
has given ;100.00 a year for sev- stalk at fair (see Fair Catalog).
eral years for the Soybean Yield
One other that I encourage and
Contest. This contest is now open would like to see more of is this!
to both 4-H and FFA members.
If you plan to fertilize (and in
Sadler Fertilizer Company be- almost all cases, you should),
gan sponsorship of the Corn Pro- leave out 2 to 4 rows an as unduction Contest in 1962. They give fertilized check plot. In other
$100.00 in prize money for this words, let's check to see if the fercontest. Fourteen completed the tilizer is paying its way. I believe
requirements in 1962.
this will make your, project more
The Cotton Gins over the coun- Interesting and satisfying.
ty sponsor the Cotton Production
Your dads will most likely have
Contest. The prize money varies to assist the 4-H'ers with parts of
for this contest, but it always a this project to make sure everynice amount. Six entered the coun- thing is done right and on schety contest in 1962.
dule. And I hope you will see to it
There are 49 boys and girls tak- that they have this help when
ing corn for a project, 26 taking they need it.
cotton and 19 taking soybeans. A
Here you have the requirements,
real good number taking crop pro- and prizes to be won for working
jects.
hard on your crop projects, boys
What are the requirements for and girls. The rest is up to you.
a crop project? Here they are in Good Luck and smooth sailing
brief:
with your corn, cotton or soybean
1. Enroll in the project; 2. Con- plot.

Vow"
off tie
7altse

With JIM PRYOR
Agriaberal Agee, Minis Central Railroad
SHEEP-LOW ON PRODUCTION
CYCLE

Who live in the State that Happy loves.

The sheep industry in Kentucky
and especially Western Kentucky is
at an all time low. In fact, in the
United States we find sheep numbers are lowest since 1857. We are
importing more wool and lamb
every season and the price sheepmen receive for the wool clip and
lamb crop here in the United
States seems to drop a little each
year. With all the factors against
the production of sheep, there is
still a bright outlook for our wooly
friends.

These are necessities
Vital to people
Who live in the State that Happy loves:

'This is the sales tax, heavy and cold
That burdens necessities
Vital to people
Who live in the State that Happy loves.

This is
the man,
warmhearted and bold
Who opposes the sales tax,
heavy and cold
That burden1 necessities
Vital to people
* Who live in the State that Happy loves.

This is the plan about which you've been told
In talks by the man, warmhearted and bold
Who opposes the sales tax heavy and cold
That burdens necessities
Vital to people

, Who live in the State that Happy loves.
Moral: THERE ARE MORE PRACTICAL AND FAIR
SOURCES OF STATE REVENUE THAN TAXING YOUR FOOD,
CLOTHING, AND MEDICINE.

VOTE ABC AND
HARRY LEE ON MAY 28

The sheep industry is well fitted
for the grassland farmer who has
a shortage of labor and surplus
pasture. It is a proven fact that
sheep will return more dollars income per dollar invested than any
other form of livestock. Dairying
will also give you a high income
return, but there is more labor involved as well as investment.

1

If your farm needs additional
livestock and you have limited
labor, why not investigate sheep
to supply this needed income.

The production of sheep is no
bed of roses and they take care
and proper management. I would
say that parasites have driven
more flocks from Kentucky farms
than the price of the lambs and
wool. Parasites can be controlled.

4dommonumft.
OPEN

Now is the time for farmers to
plant sudan grass for summer pasture, hay or -silage production.
JOHN moms
Piper is the best variety as it is
early maturing, disease resistant
VALUE OF SHADE FOR
and a good producer. Fertilizer
LIVESTOCK
should be added according to soil
test indicated needs for the best
much
weather
is
summer
Hot
production.
more detrimental to livestock than
the cold of winter. About 70 degives the rate of production drops
Buy A Tr ad Uniform!
off rapidly. Beef and dairy cattle
and especially hogs are seriously
affected at high temperatures.
In periods of extreme heat it is
only good common sense to pasture livestock in fields that are
Inlaid Linoleum and Vinyl
well provided with shade trees. It
is very necessary, too that the
livestock be provided with clean FREE ESTIMATE
EASY TERMS
drinking water near the shaded
area. If the natural shade of trees UPHOLSTERY: ALL KINDS
is not available then it becomes
necessary to provide artificial
S. P. MOORE & CO.
shade. This is easily and cheaply
Phone 58
done with a simple roof shade supCununercial Avenue
ported by posts. The roof should
be oriented so that it will be as
perpendicular as possible to the
sun's rays during the hottest part
of the day. It may be a good idea
to mount this shade on skids so it
may be moved a little distance to
keep from damaging the grass too
much in one area.

FOR BUSINESS
COMPLETE 1-STOP SERVICE
GASOLDflt — BATTERIES
OIL — VISES — WASHING
GREASING — TIRE REPAIR

ROAD SErriCE

ARMSTRONG

Approximately
fifty
Fulton
County 4-H Club members and
leaders from Hickman, Ballard
and Marshall Counties are planning to camp at the Dawson
Springs 4-H Club camp the week
of June 3rd to 7th.
All campers must be 10 years
old, all girls must have entered
Rally Day exhibi'.. or Style Revue
- — -

-6ks DUFFY 'TWINS
By MATTIE RICE

FHS '63 Football
Schedule Released
The 1963-64 Football Schedule
has been completed. There will
be a total of ten games in the season. The Homecoming game has
not yet been decided upon.
The schedule is as follows:
Aug. 30-0bion County
(T)
Sept. 6—Sharon, Tenn.
(H)
Sept. 13—Martin, Tenn.
(H)
Sept. 20—Providence, Ky. (T)
Sept. 27—Murray, Ky.
(T)
Oct. 4—Newbern, Tenn.
(H)
Oct. 11—Greenfield, Tenn. (H)
Oct. 18—Fort Campbell, Ky.(T)
Oct. 25—So. Fulton, Term. (H)
Nov. 1—Trigg County, Ky. (T)

VJE 11400MAT YOU'D LIKE
TO ME BRCAkFA91'
BED ON MOTHERS DAY
Wick Smith, Agency
—Incorporated231 Main St.

33:433 3 StTi VT33333333 .aat.

Ph. 62

Open 24-Honrs A Day; Prompt,
Courteous Service; Your Huinese Appreciated.

J. L. "BILL" GROOMS
GROOMS "SUPER - lei"
"Located at the foot of Like
Street"
—
Fulton, Ky.
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Martin Senour
America's Color
Leader in
Quality Paints!
When you paint, take the advice of professionals...choose
Martin Senour! There is no finer quality paint and
Martin Senour offers you the widest selection of stylist.created colors. Even if you've never painted before, you'll
get beautiful results with Martin Senour Paints. They /lost
on easily—leave such a wonderfully smooth finish...stay
new so much longer with such little care.
Come and visit us. We have the complete line of Martin Senour Pala*
to make your home beautiful inside and out

EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
Commercial Ave.

Fulton

Phone 35

••••••••V.

Mr.BOSTON

ARE YOUR MARTINIS TOO STRONG?
If you like martinis extra dry but not extra-powerful ••• switch to 80 proofgin.
If you like full gin flavor but don't want too much alcohol..,switch to 80 proof gin.
If you like martinis but think you're spending too much...switch to less expensive
80proof Old Mr. Boston Dry Gin.
FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT MARTINIS:
Using Standard
36 Proof Dry Vermouth

Using 90 Proof
Dry Gin

3 — to — 1(Traditional)
5 — to — I
(Dry)
8 — to —1 (Extra Dry)

76.5 Proof
81.0 Proof
84.0 Proof

For
civilized
by martinis...
it's Old Mr. Boston
English Market
Dry Gin.

Using 8O Proof
Dry Gin (or Vodka)

69.0 Proof
72.6 Proof'
75.1 Proof

(The "standard" proof for today's bottled Martinis is a moderate 67.5 proof!)

4

80 PROOF ... EXTRA DRY ...
BUT NOT EXTRA STRONG
80 proof gin makes Martinis drier...
without making them stronger. Twenty
years ago,the 3-to-1 Martini was standard.
Today with the trend to drier Martinis,
they're made 6, 7, even 8-to-1. And as you
can see from the chart on this page, the
modem Martini has climbed from a
smooth 76.5 proof to an overwhelming 84
proofl Solution? Mix with 80 proof gin.
Gives you the same full, dry gin flavor,
but returns the Martini to its original,
more moderate proof.
80 PROOF BRINGS OUT FULL
GIN FLAVOR
Now you don't have to sacrifice Martini
smoothness to get good gin flavor.
Alcohol itself has no flavor. The pleasant
taste you like in gin comes entirely from
the herbs with which It's distilled. The
more gin ins Martini, the more gin taste.
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Sheep will utilize more pasture
and other roughage and less grain
than other livestock enterprises.
Sheep convert this roughage into
a marketable product in an almost
production line fashion. The wool
clip comes in the early spring
around April and May when money is badly needed for current expenses, then the early lamb crop
in May and June, then often the
hold-over lambs which could not
make the scales earlier sell in the
fall. This makes a supplementary
income pattern that is welcome on
most farms of our area.
Sheeprnen praise their flocks
grazing habits as being seasonal
with the pasture cycle. Under normal conditions heavy grazing
comes early for three or four
months while the ewes are milking
heavily and the lambs growing.
The ewes will utilize much pasture during the year that would
otherwise be unused. Sheep also
graze closely and thrive on less
supplemental grain during the lush
pasture season. Since sheep should
be in a thin, but thrifty condition
at breeding season in the late
summer or early fall, this fits the
pasture schedule for many area
farmers. Most of the farms of
Western Kentucky could handle a
sheep program in their farming
program. They work well with
dairy cattle since sheep eat over
90 percent of the weeds common
to Kentucky farms. Alternate
grazing with cattle and sheep have
proven beneficial in keeping pastures in a succulent condition by
not letting the grass and legumes
get tough.

Support "Ostlers Ter SAAR"

cords in the Extension office. All
boys must have their project work
up to date.

BY

Assistant
County Agent
•

that Happy loves:
.

These are the people

Fulton County
Agent's News

ichard Couch

tions of fertilizer on filled in gullies.

Park Wheeler, south of Hickman, constructed a grade stabilization structure and sod waterway
this week. This structure was conCALLING VETERANS!
structed to heal an old gully that
B. D. Nisbet, contact representawas eating back into a good pastive
of the Kentucky Disabled Exture.
Service Men's Board, will be at the
G. C. Barnett of Hickman fer- American Legion Hall from 9
tilized and over seeded the critical a. m. to 3 p. m. on May 17 to asareas that he treated under the sist veterans and their dependents
Reelfoot Indian Creek Watershed with claims for benefits due them
Program last fall. These areas as a result of their military sershow the need for heavy applica- vice.

Show exhibits and have their re-

By

Now mild 80 proof lets you get more of
that flavor.
... in drier (not stronger)
Martinis.
80 PROOF COSTS LESS
Gins are taxed by the U.S. on their proof
or alcohol content alone. The lower the
proof—the lower the taxes—and the
lower the cost to you. When you buy an
Imported label, you just add the cost of
shipping and duties, which pushes the
price even higher, without giving you 80
proof quality.
BUY OLD MR. BOSTON GIN. ITS
AMERICA'S FINEST
Old Mr. Boston Gin is vacuum distilled at
an unusually low temperature in special
glass-lined stills. Only at such a low
temperature Is it possible to capture the
most delicate essence of the herbs. This
Is one reason for Old Mr. Boston's flavor
distinction. It's America's first and
largest-selling 80 Proof Dry Gin!

"INTELLIGENCE IN
THE PURCHASE... MODERATION
IN THE ENJOYMENT."

(Ye(

fixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxscUMMOSINSIMAINUMSUNSIMMIMUNXXXXXXIMUMMISIUKUSSIUMMINIISt
SO PROOF IN DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. MR. BOSTON DISTILLER INC.. ROSTON. NAM
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which can provide jobs and in- tive office, then
they should be IIMMININIM1111111•11.
to imow that she was able to be sons, of near Lynnville
come for Kentuckians.
, Ky., visittrying to smear Mr. Breathitt and • AUSTIN SPRINGS
out some the past week.
ed their parents, Mr. and Mrs
Sincerely yours,
he drop. If he publishes the newsBy Mrs. Carey Melds
Miss Foust instead of you. This
men's names, the Breathitt camp
Edward T. (Ned) Breathitt
Mr. and Mrs. Wess Jones have Dave Mathis, of this village, Sunmove on their part makes about
may come back with a list of
returned from their vacation, day afternoon.
as much sense as going fox huntMrs. Edith McClain continues to spent in Chicago with their
Mr. and Mrs. Billie McCollurn
newspaper people who held jobs
sons,
ing
with an ice cream cone for a improve at her home near here Herschel
Mrs.
Westpheling:
in the Chandler administration.
and John Wayne, and and children, Lionel and Lori, of
weapon. And this fat cat business and is now able to be up a porAnd the Breathitt forces say they
their families. They report a nice Mayfield, visited their parents, Mr
I am a resident of Tennessee, that is all over Fulton, is this Mr. tion
and Mrs. Burnette Lintz, here
of the time.
have documented that at least two
visit while in the Windy City.
but I have become very interested Chandler's way of saying
that
newspaper executives drew pay in
Mrs. Pam Stafford arrived sevRev. James Holt filled his regu- Saturday.
in the Kentucky governor's race. should he win the election, his
Mrs. Horace Henderson is ad enthe Chandler administration as
I would like to know just who tire staff will work for free? And eral days ago from Los Angeles lar appointment in New Salem fering
from a sinus ailment and
highway laborers!
for
a
three
weeks vacation with Baptist Church the past Sunday.
is running for governor! I have Mr. Chandler's and Mr. Water
has been under some medication
- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Law- The
lesson read was Prov. 31:
Some more fireworks are about been told that Mr. Breathitt, Mr. field's speeches—why don't they
rence McClain, District No. 1. She 10-31 and the subject was "Moth- for several weeks.
to xplod in th wak of th $114,750 Chandler and a Miss Foust were get together on the tax business?
made the trip by jet to Memphis ers." The entire song service, dikickback scandal, which involved the only candidates. If this is true, They are about as close together
and had a nice flight.
rected by Mr. Lee Peery, was dediDEAD LINE
accusations against an administra- then it seems to me that Mr. Chan- as a beetle bug is to arsenic.
Mrs. Condon Mitchell is suffer- cated to all mothers. It was an"These flowers,- said the hotel
tive assistant to Chandler and a dler's party is "all shook up" or
Please tell us what's going on ing from injuries of a minor na- nounced that the midweek prayer guest as he presented the bouquet
deputy commissioner in his admin- something. Last week I read an
over
there. "Through a glass ture sustained in a fall at her service has been changed from to the manager, "are for the girls
ad
in
a Clinton, Ky., newspaper
istration.
that said you were fat cat number darkly," it looks like a mixed-up home several days ago. We hope 7:30 p. m. to 7:00 p. m. Homecom- on your switchboard."
mess. And will A-B-C work for she will very soon recover.
Another damaging affidavit has one and proceeded to
ing Day will be June 2, with a full
"Ah, how charming," replied the
try to smear
Mrs. Dave Mathis spent Friday program planned. Basket lunch manager,
free???
been prepared and it, too, would you. Are you a candidate
"this is a compliment to
By JOHN WARD
for govin the home of her children, Mr. will be served that day under the our service,
be called to the attention of the ernor, Mrs. Wespheling?
V. L Z.
no doubt?"
and Mrs. Buton Lassiter. Mrs. Ma- "pines" on the church grounds.
FRANKFORT, KY. Attorney General and the FrankIt seems to me that if you are
"Compliment, nuts" snapped
this
has been very sick for a few Watch for further announcements. the guest, "I thought
An under-cover "battle of the lin county grand jury.
not running for the state executhey were
Buy A Band Uniform!
months and friends will be glad
bumper-stickers" is about to
Mr. and Mrs. Ancil Mathis and dead!"
Friends
of
Jobn
(Frenchy
)
Debreak out in the open.
Breathitt headquarters is in- Moissey, the administrative assistant, just can't believe that he
censed by verified reports that
Chandler forces are paying mot- benefited from any 4$9,500 payoff. They point out that he is not,
orists to wear ABC's stickers.
and nver has been, a weathy man.
Prices are quoted from $2 to $10
Even it it should be proved that
per car.
he received $49,500, as alleged by
Ockerma
n, state cam- a Lexington
Foster
equipment contractor,
paign manager for Ned Breath- DeMoissey'h friends
say if won't
Walters,
Mack
itt, may protest to
be proved that he actually kept
campaign manager for A. B. the money.
Their inference, of
Chandler.
course, is that the money was passOckerman would contend the ed on to someone else.
practice sets a bad and expensive
That movie about Chandler,
precedent; that it is equivalent to which was shown on some TV stabuying votes and thereby is a tions before Chandler's campaign
violation of the corrupt practices manager caused other stations to
act.
'cancel a showing, likely will becharge, come the hotties issue in the clospractices
A corrupt
however, would be hard to prove. ing days of the campaign for the
There is no guarantee that a mo- Democratic nomination for govtorist will vote for the candidate ernor. Breathitt's friends. now
consider showing the film in movwhose sticker he displays.
ie
houses.
managers
campaign
Both
, who
spend thousands of dollars for
printing and distributing bumper
stickers, are really not certain of
their value.
In Franklin county, which has
8,000 state government employes,
May 9, 1963
Crosslon C. Miller, age 52, of Symsonia, Graves County, Ky., a
Breathitt's managers are not urging
partner
in the firm of Miller-Johnson Plumbing and Heating Conthat these emplayes carry a Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
Breathitt sticker. They reason Fulton, Kentucky
tractors, of Benton and Calvert City, a candidate for State Senator.
this way:
Senatorial District No. 1 consists of Graves, Marshall, Carlisle, HickFirst, state employes appreciate Dear Jo and Paul:
man and Fulton Counties. Miller is the son of Charlie and Ocie Milnot being pressured to carry a poWhile I have expressed myself
ler
of Symsonia. He is married to the former Ludy McNeely. They
litical sign. Second, a state em- publicly on the subject, I
want to
ploye who does not advertise his say directly to you by this
have a son, Jimmy, who is manager of the firm's Calvert City store,
letter
political allegiance can work that I share your keen
interest in
and
a daughter, Judy, a school teacher, recently graduated from
much more effectively for a can- the development of
Kentucky's
Murray
State College. The Millers have resided in Symsonia for the
didate.
financial opportunities, including
past 25 years.
It could be highly tsignifican the great potential of the tourist
that the majority of state em- industry.
ployes' auto in Frankfort bear no
Miller is an active member of the Symsonia Methodist Church,
Visitors from other states spent
stickers.
more
than
$200
million
serving
in
on the Official Board, as well as being their Hospital and
KenNewspaper editors throughout
Homes
the state are riled up by Chand- tucky last year. Just a few years
Stewar
d. He is a Knights Templar Mason and Associate Paler's broad charge that "scores" ago, before development of the
tron
of the Symsonia Chapter No. 525, Eastern Star. He and his partof newsmen are on the Combs ad- lakes and parks and many of the
good privately-owned tourist acner, Clifton Johnson were named Men of the Year in 1957 by the
ministration payroll.
Symsonia Civic Club. He is a member of the Plumbers and SteamThey are offended because (a) commodations, they spent just a
Chandler did not identify the fraction of that amount.
fitters Local 184, Paducah, as well as the Associated General Connewsmen, and thereby made all
I pledge that if elected Governor
tractors of Kentucky.
CROSSLON MILLER
newspapermen suspect, and (b) he I will work with
you and other
implied there was something un- interested Kentuckians to
develop
wholesome in their employment this important industry.
We are
by the state.
surpassing our neighbors with
He serves as a Director in the Marshall County
The Kentucky Post, at Coving- summertime attraction
be one of our major problems today. He will strive
s, but states
ton, said Chandler had challenged around us are now moving
Chamber of Commerce and is a registered shortto befor
better roads, both rural and otherwise. Miller
the integrity of one of its report- come 12-month-of-the
horn cattle breeder.
-year tourasks for the support, influence and vote of all interers ,and the Post commented edi- ist centers. I will
work with you
torially:
ested in clean, honest and efficient management of
to see that Kentucky through
Miller
"The accusation was so ridicul- proper developm
has
been
very
closely
associa
ted
with
ent and promoaffairs in their behalf. He pledges his utmost effort
ous we almost laughed in his tion, gets its full share
school and local business affairs. He has a keen
of the winat all times to secure that which is beneficial to the
face."
ter tourist dollar as well as the
sense of the problems confronting small business,
The Post pointed out that the "summer" dollar.
people of his District.
being a small business man himself, and, too, is acreporter worked part-time for the
newspaper and held an honorable
I will not allow our parks and
quainted with the difficulties encountered by the
Miller has never before asked for any public
job—also part-time--of helping attractions to fall into decay or
farmer.
He is aware of the problems and needs facpromote Kentucky's tourist indus- car travel promotion program to
office and welcomes the opportunity of representing the people of Western Kentucky today. When
try.
dwindle, as my opponent did. I
ing the people of this area as Senator of the First
Look for other newspapers to believe in Kentucky, and I will
elected, Miller will support a more active school
Senator
ial District.
follow Phe Post's example.
give full cooperation of the Govprogram, as he has in the past, and will promote
Chandler has a hot potato ernor's office to develop the tourour Tourist Trade. He will also work for more induswhich advisors would prefer that ist trade and the other industries

Voters.. Meet Crossion Miller
He Wants To Serve You As

ATE SENATOR

Letters To Editor

.choose
int and
stylistDs you'll
heyflow
••.5tAZI

Ur Pakits

Co.
one 35

FULTON, HICKMAN, GRAVES, MARSHALL and CARLISLE COUNTIES

His obligation: To be fair to all people.

try in the area. No one realizes more than he the
need of more employment for the people of Western
Kentucky. Miller states employment continues to

Elect a man you KNOW you can TRUST.

V Eh

'
4
,
444
........................................

.... .....
V

0010 Na
e: SELL
INSTALL
, SERVICE
GUARANTEE

w
IN KENTUCKY

BEER IS A NATURAL
Brewed slowly, by a centuries-old natural process, beer
is Kentucky's traditional beverage of moderation — light,
sparkling,delicious.
And naturally, the Brewing Industry is proud of the millions of dollars it contributes to this state's economy
through wages, advertising, rentals, insurance, transportation and utilities. Money made in Kentucky, spent in
Kerituikyylp
. Kentucky, beer belongs—enjoy it

UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
KENTUCKY DIVISION

•

Home office of the Miller - Johnson Plumbing and Heating'
Company,Benton,Kentucky - A Branch office and warehouses are located at Calvert City Ky.
Crosslon Miller is a partner in the above firm.

CROSS1911sc.:TOP/MIER

,
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Senior Students Speakers Discuss
Are Making Plans Notable Subjects
From the FRS "Kennel"

From the FHS "Kennel"

administration, along with any
Make good use of your time I Biga-ai
are just a- rage men
The most corn al mistake is to
The fellow
...orrows ta other kind of problem that occurs and you'll have more to spare.
who have the wrong number.
mistake ambition for ability.
seldom has smiles to lead.
in that bald.
Mrs. Justine Webb, a cosmetologist, was guest speaker at Fulton
High School. Mrs. Webb spoke on
her chosen profession, discussing
the requirements of a beautician
and the rewards, both financial
and otherwise. She also explained
the need for specialists in this
field, saying that women were
more fashion-minded than ever
and there were a greater variety
of services offered than in the
earlier salons.
At a recent assembly program,
Mr. Charles Reams, owner and
manager of the Fulton Pepsi-Cola
GEORGE BRAND is running on his own
Company, made a talk on "How to
merits and qualifications and stands on
Run a Small Business."

Miss Laurel Hampton, a senior
With only a few more weeks of
school, the Fulton High Seniors at the University of Kentucky,
are making their plans for the who was an exchange student to
Finland sponsored by the 4-H
corning year.
Three of this year's outstanding Club and "IFYE", or International
athletes are planning to continue Farm Youth Exchange was recenttheir athletic activities in college. ly the spaker of an FHS assembly.
Johnny Covington will attend the This was to promote world peace
University of Tennessee at Knox- through understanding She stayville. Kenneth Allen is undecided ed with six different families, havbetween Bethel and Union. Don ing 23 Finish brothers and sisters.
Burnette is considering both Hotis- She lived with these families as a
ton University and Texas Christ- member of the family and not as
a guest She did what they did and
ian University.
Fifteen of our Seniors plan to worked just as hard as they did.
She outlined the finnish history
enter Murray State College. They
are Barry Adams, Annie Green and told the geography and cliStephens, Philip Putnam, Phyllis mate of Finland. She touched on
Pigue, Sheri Elliott, Jim Hinkle, their entertainment, habits, and
Barry Roper, Pat Jones, Josephine customs.
Hancock, Dana Davis, Glenda
She closed her talk with the
Tha Mother-Daughter banquet
Clark, Harold Martin, Tommy Har- "IFYE" international song.
of the Fulton County High School
wood, and John and Chris Hunter.
Mr. Charles Pawlukiewicz, the
chapter of the Future HomemakVirgil Craven plans to go to Personnel Manager
of Ferry ers of America was held on FriMurray or to Mechanic's School Morse Seed Company, spoke to an
day night, May 3.
this fall.
assembly at Fulton High School
The opening welcome was given
on
personnel
Wilwork.
Lynn
Jim Campbell and
by the president, Judith Moreliamson will enter the University
Personnel work is relatively new field. Special guests were Mr. and
of Kentucky in Lexington.
in the field of industry. Today Mrs. Joe Barnett, and the blessing
Martha DeMyer, the President there may be thousands of people was given by Mr. Barnett. The
of FHA this year, will major in in one corporation.
chapter officers presented Mrs.
Today's personnel manager must Jacvkie Davis and Miss Agnes
Home Economics at the University
of Kentucky. Rita Thompson, also have a college 'education in the Sublett with corsages of red roses,
active in FHA, will major in fields of English, economics, pub- a symbol of the F. H. A. flower.
Freed-Hardeman lic speaking industrial manage- The banquet closed with the memHome-Ec
at
ment, personnel management, and bers repeating the creed.
College,
The High School cafeteria,
Vyron Mitchell, Ann Bowers, other related subjects. He also
Beverly Haman, and Ida Jane spoke of the importance of labor where the banquet was held, was
Finch are expecting to enter unions. A personnel manager deals decorated with F. H. A. colors,
with unemployment, wages, salary red and white.
Memphis State University.
Bob Anderson will major in
organ and church music at the
University of Michigan.
Paul McClay is going to Forest
Ranger School in Lake City, Florida. Tommy Powell will attend
Pratt Junior College. Philip Merryman is to begin his studies at
TJTMB this summer.
Mary Bondurant and Stanley
Jeffress will enter Union University, both majoring in Business
Administration. Bill Hancock is
still undecided between VanderMELLOW-MASH YELLOWSTONE
bilt and Southwestern.
Lauretta Motley and Jacqueline
Patton will go their separate ways
after graduation. Lauretta will attend Homer G. Philip's Nursing
School, while Jacqueline will enter West Kentucky Vocational
Training School at Paducah. Victor Newbern will go to Chicago to
attend De Vry Technical.
Douglas McAlister will continue
farming. Pam Homra has chosen
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOLRBON. ALTO 100 PROOF BOTTLEDStephens at Columbia, Missouri.
IN-BOND. YELLOWSTONE GIST.. LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO. KY.
Nancy Sisson and ,Willa Kay Bennett are going to Draughon's Business college in Memphis.
Darlene Roberts, Nancy Polsgrove, Sandra Holt, Faye Bransford Meriweather, and Ann Matheny plan to get jobs here in
Futlon.
Glenda Thurman Tucker and
Nola Tribble will set up housekeeping after graduation. John
Bennett will join the Navy.

Mothers And
Daughters At
FHA Banquet

TIES REF

HERE IS WHAT PEOPLE
THAT KNOW HIM SAY
ABOUT

GEORGE BRAND•

his record — a record in which no one
criticizes one single vote he ever cast in
the legislature.

George Brand's record shows he never
cast a vote against the working man.
George Brand served the First Senatorial
District well.
George Brand always has time to listen
to your problems.
A merp".ir George Brand takes no sides in your Govern or's race, so whoever you elect, that Gover-.
nor can have no malice towards him as a Senator and he can do more for the people (86,000)
in his district.
George Brand has always been successful in every business he has operated.
George Brand is not interested in any other office. He has no cliques to lean to, he can and
will vote for the best interests of his people.
George Brand respects the office of State Senator above cheap petty medicine show politicians.
We believe GEORGE BRAND will win in each of his five counties, with the largest majority any man ever enjoyed, because he has been honest and helpful to this district, kind
and sympathetic to everybody in every walk of life.
We all live under the laws passed by the legislature, therefore this is the most important
office in the State—we need men with experience and ability—being Senator is no sideline with George Brand, he works at it all the time.
Be sure to VOTE in the Senate race—be sure and VOTE for...

$1.55 N2NT

GEORGE BRAND
for STATE SENATOR FIRST DISTRICT

The Greatest American Whiskey

From the FHS "Kennel"
The student body at F. H. S. recently learned that Mr. Charles
Cooper, who has taught plane
geometry, solid geometry, trigonometry, and algebra II for the past
year, will not be a member of the
faculty next year.
Mr. Cooper came to Fulton from
Fort Knox, Kentucky, after teaching there for three years. He spent
four years in the United States
Air Force before enrolling in Murray State College in 1955. Later
he transferred to the Univesity of
Kentucky where he graduated in
1959 with majors in chemistry and
mathematics.
Mrs. Cooper has worked for Mr.
Martin and Mr. Holland in the office this year. The Coopers have
one daughter, Debra, who is in the
first grade. They are members of
the First Methodist Church.
The Coopers plan to leave Fulton the first of June, and he will
enroll in the University of Kentucky this summer in the College
of Pharmacy. After three years
Mr. Cooper will begin his work as
a pharmacist.
The students at F. H. S. wish
Mr. Cooper much success in his
new career.
Support "Dollars For &hobo's"

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Moots and l'Ims
1Pleoes of All Iamb Amynatal, Repaired at Low Own
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

JUVE

George Brand will go to a friend in trouble day or night.

YELLOWSTONE

Fulton Math Teacher
Plans To Leave FHS

(Thi
article
Wento
doe al
Miguel

GEORGE BRAND IS THE
POOR MAN'S FRIEND

NO BITE!
$4.85 t-5.

4

This ad paid for by friends of George Brand.(Pd.Pol Adv.)

ICE CREAM mil 59c
POTATOES
39c
PIES 6.8 oz.
$1.

•
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Kentucky Builds Her Defenses
Against Juvenile Delinquency

sure; not to be presented as cures
but rather as defenses, or let's say
as tools to mend the gaps in our
society.

Among the tools are good laws,
public understanding, and alert
communities.
Modern science
comes in with its wide and growing knowledge of the causes and
control of human behavior. Supporting these tools and in turn
supported by them, are enlightened programs of prevention and
treatment, in the home and the
By Richard I.. Cleudenea, Commissions,
institution.
Kentucky, now providing herKentucky Department of Child Welfare
self with this equipment, is doing
much abotr: the problem. In at
(This is the first of a series of as original sin and as new as the
least one respect, Kentucky is doarticles on the development of headlines of today's newspaper.
ing more than most states. This is
Kentucky's programs for preven- But to say this is not to say that
the program of group therapy.
tion and treatment of juvenile de- we should fold our hands and aclinquency.)
No discuqe;^n of juvenile delincept it.
quency is completely supported
There are things to be done—
by statistics. There is no way of
Juvenile delinquency is as old slow-moving, deep-working,
to be telling how many cases occur in
Kentucky or, far that matter, anywhere else. The number of arrests
doesn't tell the star'-. The number
of commitments by the courts falls
far short of doing so.

T

TAKE YOUR PICK!

Hundreds and even thousands
of cases may be handled without
arrest or blackened personal records. These cases may be served
by counsel in the nick of time, by
family discipline, by informal sessions with teachers, ministers and
relatives; by a social worker's labor to hold a shaky home together.
Arrests and coup actions may rise
or fall because of a single peace
officer's method, or a community's
mood, or a change in sludges—
from experience to inexperience,
from tolerance to rigidity — and
even uncertainty as to the definition of juvenile delinquency.

BOTH
NOW

„we,

455

The thing that almost everybody
knows surely is that the condition
exists; that influences for.. its
spread are plain in population
growth, in crowded schools and
"drop-outs", in unemployment in
towns and under-employment on
farms, in allurements of highways
and automobiles, in lehure without values.

4/5 QUART

$2.85
PINT

;1.45
1/2 PINT

$45.75 Case of Fifths

GL
EN
MO
GOLD

SILVER LABEL

4

L D 6YEAR OLD
ira
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

TIRES by
G00DOVEAR

90 PROOF

IISTILI:D AND BOTTLED BY GLENNORE DISTILLERIES COMPNIY, LOUISVIIII-OWENSBORO. KENTUCKY

•••''

There are many more, as deep
as life, as wide as human experience, as various as personality.
And it is to head off these influences and to straighten out the
attitudes which they have distorted that Kentucky has set up a plan
of services for children in trouble,
or in danger of falling into trouble. The hub of this plan is the
State's Department of Child Welfare.
On any given day the Department serves some 6,500 children.
The bulk of these were in their
own homes.
This fact tells the nature of the
first step in the prevention of delinquency—the "protective services" that keep the Department's
welfare workers busy in every one
of Kentucky's 120 counties.

•

ALL-WEATHER "42"
6.70x15 BLACK, TUBE-TYPE
PLUS TAX & YOUR
RECAPPABLE TIRE ...
IF NOT RECAPPABLE, ADD $2

•

COME Ort4OW
AND GET THE STORY
ABOUT OUR NEW

'63% Ford Galaxle
500/XL Sports Hardtop-same model that
swept the blistering
500's at Atlanta, Daytona, Riverside!

;-""miellil.11111111121""""-.,

11111
"

'03
SUM
TORQUE PORE 11111113TOP!
RIGNT MOW WEI E PARADING TplE ARS MOST ADYANTAGEouS
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-
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TWE 14005E-LOOK!
'63% Fairlane 500
Sports Coupe-Hot
new middleweight
with the big-car ride!

'63% Falcon Future
Sports Coupe-Like
the Falcon Class
Winners in the rugged Monte Carlo
Rallyel

F.D.A.F.
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"LIMITED TIME ONLY"
,WHITEWALLS ONLY $3 MORE
\tt

3-1 NYLON CORD * MADE WITH TUFSYN
BRAND NEW! NOT SECONDS or RETREADS

15-MONTH.

ROAD HAZARD
GUARANTEE

NATION-WIDE ROAD HAZARD AND QUALITY GUARANTEE IN
IlreGuoronteed Nation-Wide:1. Against normal road hazards-1.e. WRITING—AnNew CoodysarAuto Tires
palrable punctures.Limited to original owner for number of months,blowouts,fabric breaks,cuts-excepts,.
specified.
inanshlp and material without limit as to time or mileage. at Goodyear tire 2. Against any defects in work.
dealers in the U.S.or Canada w1U
make:adjustment allowance onnew tire based on original tread depth remaining
and current"Goodyearpriaa."

HARDTOP TRADE MADE
VARDEN - CORDER MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 42

FULTON, KY.
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sour Ford Dealer
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DUKEDOM(Continued from page one)
Exchange with the Kentucky and
Tennessee Public Service commissions. The complaint requested
that Southern Bell be authorized
to provide telephone service by
the Dukedom Telephone Cotnpany.
The Commission also said that
on December 10, 1962 it, along
with the Kentucky Commission,
was notified by the Dukedom
Telephone Company that at its
annual meeting held December 6
the Company by secret ballot
voted by a 2-1 majority to accept
Southern Bell Service.
The February '5 hearing followed a filing December 27 by
Southern Bell of a request for a
-joint hearing before the Tennessee
and Kentucky Commissions. No
protestants were present at the
February 25 hearings, the Commission stated.
A. A. McQuire is president of
the Dukedom Telephone Exchange.
Mr. and Mrs. Byars serve as secretary-treasurer. The cost for a
phone is $8.00 a year. Long distance calls are extra, of course.
"When will the change-over be
made?" this reporter asked Mae.
"When I call them for a meeting,"
she said. It isn't likely that Mae
will call them together soon . . .
that is if the decision is left to her.

WYATT(Ccntinued from stage one)
statement and the "Chandler rumors" had no connection at all.
Wyatt also said:
"In Louisville and Jefferson
County the decision was made to
shore up party loyalty locally
rather than to be active in the
election. One doesn't continue in
politics and remain at variance
with his home precincts and what
they are doing."
Wyatt said his defeat "in no way
dampened my appetite for politics."
He said he expected to remain
active, starting right after the
primary, "for at least a quarter
of a century."

Fft.THERBEDDING-(Continued from Page One)
Roy Davidson, Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers; H. E. Gilbert, Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen; Luis J.
Wagner, Order of Railway Conductors and Brakemen; Charles
Luna, Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen; and Neil Speirs, Switchman's Union of North America.
The work rules dispute dates
back 3 1-2 years. A 15-man presidential commission named by former President Dwight D. Eisenhower recommended Feb. 28 1962,
that jobs of some 40,000 firemen
be eliminated and set up machinery for the railroads to modernize
their operating rules.
The Eisenhower commission suggested that 13,000 low-seniority
firemen be dismissed immediately,
with the remaining 27,000 to be
eased out by attrition as they retired, died, or moved to other jobs.
Only firemen on freight and
yard trains are involved in the
dispute; no firemen will be removed from passenger trains. The
controversy involves the 200,000
members of the five unions.
Under the proposals of the Rosenman panel, only those firemen
who worked part-time or who had
been hired since the Eisenhower
commission's report would be subject to dismissal.

KEAretirement system would call for
additional appropriations of another 8.5.million in 1964-65.
The three major candidates in
the Democratic Gubernatorial primary have pledged their support
of the KEA's program, which includes a request for an additional
$200 increase in the salary allotment the second year of the biennium. These pledges also are carried in the current issue of the association publication.

FRYE

DEATHS
Elmo McClellan
Elmo S. McClellan, a farmer of
the Rush Creek community, died
at his home, Route 4, Hickman, on
May 13th. Funeral services were
held May 14 in the Rush Creek
Methodist Church, with Rev. J. F.
Rev. Raymond
and
McMinn
Wright officiating. Interment was
in Rush Creek Cemetery, with
ii1Thitnel Funeral Home in charge.
Mr. McClellan is survived by his
wife; two sons, Harold McClellan,
Route 4, Hickman, and Jesse McClellan, Memphis; also two sisters,
two grandchildren, two nieces and
a nephew.

Fred Hopkins

SUPER RIGHT

BACON

Thick Sliced Bacon

2

14.
0:3?
4

Mrs. Chitwood
Funeral services were held Sunday, May 12 ,at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel for Mrs. Kathleen
Chambers Chitwood, 73, who died
suddenly on May 10. Rev. Kenneth Duncan and Rev. W. T.
Barnes officiated and interment
was in Fairview cemetery.
Mrs. Chitwood was born August
29, 1889 in Obion County, Tennessee. She was the widow of H. C.
Chitwood.
Survivors include a niece, Mrs.
Charles W. Burrow, and four
cousins, Mrs. R. M. Herrin of Fulton, Mrs. Sadie Shore of Rives,
Robert Fry and Webb Key of
Union City.
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Mrs. Emma Evans
Funeral services for Mrs. Emma
Futrell Evans, 92, mother of Sebra
Evans, were held in the Whitnel
Funeral Chapel on May 11. Harry
Owen, minister of the Central
Church of Christ, officiated and
burial was in Chapel Hill Cemetery. Mrs. Evans died in Memphis
May 9.
Two other sons survive, also
three daughters, 23 grandchildren,
59 great grandchildren and 15
great-great grandchildren.
Mrs. Evans was a native of
Obion County, but had made her
home with her son, Sebra Evans,
in Memphis for the past 30 years.
She was a member of the Church
of Christ.

2

Salvo Tablets

W. M.Pillow
W. M. Pillow, 77, a retired factory guard, died May 10 in Hlilview Hospital. Funeral services
were held May 13 in Jackson
Chapel Methodist Church, with interment in Clark Cemetery. Whitnel Funeral Home was in charge.
Mr. Pillow is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Stella C. Pillow; two
sons, Caycie Pillow of Detroit and
Wayne Pillow of San Jose, Calif;
a sister, Mrs. Minnie Clark, of
Wesleyco, Texas, also five grandchildren, six great grandchildren
and several cousins.

-Lb.
Box

Dole Sliced Pineapple. 1-Lb.C4irOx.37c
2 1-Lbc.a1n4-04 49c
Dole Fruit Cocktail
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Cans 97c Shri
Dole Pineapple Juice ... 3 14-0z.

Funeral services for Fred Hopkins were held May 12 in the Salem Methodist Church, with interment in the chi' ch cemetery. Hopkins and Brown Funeral Home, of
Clinton, was in charge.
Mr. Hopkins died in the Fulton
Hospital on Saturday, May 10.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Aggie Vaden Hopkins; four daughters, Mrs. Geneve Waller of Detroit, Mrs. Marjorie Walker of
Clinton, Mrs. Thomas Pewitt of
Mayfield and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
of South Fulton. He is also survived by nine grandchildren, two
great grandchildren, a step-granddaughter, a step-grandson, six
sisters and one brother.
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